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ABSTRACT 

This work describes the design and development of a concurrent object

oriented system in C++ with real-time constraints. The ability to model shared 

objects with changing local states, dynamic reconfigurabilty and inherent 

concurrency were design criteria. The ACTOR model of concurrency developed 

by Hewitt [1977] and Agha [1986] was adopted for this research. The system 

was developed under DOS as a class library that C++ programs could invoke. 

Another design criteria was that the system should be able to access memory 

beyond the DOS 640KB barrier. 

The developed system was compared to a procedure-oriented system 

developed using C language. The comparison between applications showed that 

all advantages of object-oriented programming are achievable in the new system 

at a fractional loss of efficiency when compared to the procedure-oriented 

system. In addition to this, the protected mode class library could access and 

manipulate memory beyond the DOS 640KB barrier. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 Background 

A sequential program performs a sequential execution of a list of 

statements and its execution is known as a process. A concurrent program on 

the other hand specifies two or more sequential programs that may be executed 

concurrently as parallel processes [Andrews 1983]. Concurrency can be of an 

implicit or explicit nature. Implicit concurrency is present in programs that are 

likely to contain independent processing steps that may be executed in parallel 

or may trigger device operations that may proceed in parallel with the execution 

of the program [Perrot 1988]. Explicit concurrency is where concurrent behavior 

is specified by the programmer. 

Real-time systems are those systems that respond to defined 

circumstances (events) as they arise within a specified time to influence 

subsequent events. An example of a real-time system is an autopilot, which 

detects and corrects deviations from a plane•s intended flight path. Real-time 

systems are of two types. Hard real-time systems in which the response to an 

event must occur within the specified deadline or may be catastrophic. Soft real

time systems are systems which will continue to function correctly even if 

deadlines are missed occasionally. Real-time systems play a role in controlling 

laboratory experiments, automobile engines nuclear power plants, flight systems 

and manufacturing processes. 

Object-oriented design is based on information hiding. It differs from the 

functional approach to design in that it views a software system as a set of 

interacting objects, with their own private state, rather than as a set of functions. 

An object [Sommerville 1992] is an entity which has state (whose representation 
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is hidden) and a defined set of operations which operate on that state. The state 

is represented as a set of object attributes. The operations associated with an 

object provide services to other objects (clients) which request these services 

when some computation is required. Objects from the real world are more 

naturally captured by this approach. This approach allows encapsulation of data 

and methods into an object. The developed system is easier to maintain as 

objects are independent (information-hiding). Objects are appropriate reusable 

components. Other features of this approach include polymorphism, operator 

overloading and class inheritance. C++ is a language that supports development 

of object-oriented systems [Stroustrup 1987]. Concurrent object-oriented 

programming has features that closely resemble distributed real-time systems 

[Kafura 1990]. 

DOS is a disk operating system developed by Microsoft Corporation for IBM 

in 1980. It is a single task operating system designed to run on Intel 8086 based 

IBM personal computers or compatibles. It provides system services via the 

interrupt number 33 (decimal). It is marketed as MS-DOS (Microsoft) and PC

DOS (by IBM). There are no functional differences between MS-DOS and PC

DOS and will be termed as DOS, henceforth. DOS has a low interrupt latency 

(the time interval between event occurring and system response), which makes it 

suitable for real-time system development. Hence, DOS can be viewed as a real

time operating system. 

The i8086 processor for which DOS was developed had an address space 

of 1MB; as it had a 20 bit address bus. So the operating system•s design 

restricted allocation of memory to 640KB, taking into account that, out of the 

available 1MB address space some of this address space will be needed for the 

ROM, video and other hardware. Moreover at the time of development, this 
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amount of memory was considered very large due to high memory chip costs. 

Since then memory chip capacity has increased and costs decreased. 

Intel followed the i8086 by a 16 bit processor with 24Bit address lines -- the 

i80286 processor that could access 16MB of memory. Later i80386 and i80486 

processors could access memory of the order 232 bytes since they are 32-bit 

processors. Computers shipped today have minimum memory bank size of 2MB. 

DOS, however, continues to use only 640KB of this, the rest remains idle. 

Moreover, commercial application sizes have grown at a fast rate that they now 

exceed 640KB. Hence, this limitation in size has come to be termed as 640KB 

.. barrier ... 

This study envisaged the development of an object-oriented, concurrent 

real-time system. The proposed system allows multiple time sliced C++ objects 

to run concurrently on MS-DOS which is a single tasking system. This allowed 

combining features of object-oriented applications with that of concurrent 

execution. The study also implemented access to memory of sizes greater than 

1MB. This was achieved in an object-oriented manner such that the C++ objects 

can access and reside in this large memory. 

1 .2 Statement of Problem 

Implementations of C++ on DOS do not support concurrency (explicit). 

Object-oriented systems tend to have larger storage overheads but object

oriented programs developed under DOS are limited in size by the 640KB barrier 

imposed by DOS. Data encapsulation techniques used in object-oriented design 

approach reduce re-entrancy of objects due to persistent data. Interactions 

among concurrent real-world entities are more naturally and correctly captured, if 

we have a system for expressing and controlling concurrency among 

autonomous objects. Using real-time design, responding to changes in 
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requirements and behavior of objects should meet performance requirements, 

including satisfying specific deadline and periodicity constraints. A method that 

allows access to extended memory should take into consideration evolving 

standards for extended memory. 

1 .3 Research Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to: 

1 . Study issues relating to reentrant objects and their design constraints that 

will allow multiple C++ objects to execute in a concurrent manner. 

2. Develop and implement a mechanism (class library) that would achieve 

the above with real-time constraints. This permits simulation of real-time clocks. 

The system was designed to execute in the protected mode. Hence the issues 

involved in using real-mode style interrupts from protected mode real-time 

applications required study. 

3. Study issues relating to access to memory larger than 640KB 1n 

protected mode on i80286+ computers. Design and implement methods to 

manipulate this extended memory. 

4. Benchmark the results of the study against current implementations and 

research. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The following is a brief description of the studied literature. 

2.1 Concurrent System Characteristics 

A task is a sequence of actions to be performed. Each task may consist of 

one or more interdependent processes. These processes may execute one after 

another in a hierarchical fashion or in a concurrent manner. Concurrent systems 

involve process interaction. This occurs for two main reasons: 

1. Processes compete for exclusive access to shared resources, such as 

physical devices or data. 

2. Processes communicate to exchange data. 

In both cases, it is necessary for the processes concerned to synchronize 

their execution, either to avoid conflict, when acquiring resources, or to make 

contact, when exchanging data. Processes can interact in one of the two ways: 

through shared variables or by passing messages from one to another [Bustard 

1990]. 

2.2 Problems to be Addressed 

The problems that need attention in concurrent systems [Bustard 1990]. 

2.2.1 Violating mutual exclusion 

Some operations in a concurrent program may fail to produce the desired 

effect if they are performed by two or more processes simultaneously. The code 

that implements such operations constitutes a critical region or critical section. 

Only one process should be in its critical section at any instant of time to ensure 
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mutual exclusion. Mutual exclusion can be controlled us1ng status variables, 

semaphores and message passing in the critical regions. 

2.2.2 Deadlock 

A process is said to be in a state of deadlock if it is waiting for a event that 

will not occur. There are four necessary conditions for a deadlock to exist 

[Coffman 1971 ]. 

i Processes must claim exclusive access to resources. 

ii. Processes must hold some resources while waiting for others. 

iii. Resources may not be removed from waiting processes (no preemption). 

iv. A circular chain of processes exists in which each process holds one or 

more resources required by the next process in the chain. 

2.2.3 Indefinite postponement (or starvation or lockout) 

A process is said to be indefinitely postponed if it is delayed awaiting an 

event that may not occur. This situation can arise when resource requests are 

administered using an algorithm that makes no allowance for the waiting time of 

the processes involved. 

2.2.4 Unfairness 

It is generally (but not universally) believed that where competition exists 

among processes of equal status in a concurrent program, some attempt should 

be made to ensure that processes concerned make even progress; that is, to 

ensure that there is no obvious unfairness when meeting the needs of those 

processes. 
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2.2.5 Busy waiting 

Regardless of the environment in which a concurrent program is executed, 

it is rarely acceptable for any of its processes to execute a loop awaiting a 

change of program state. This known as busy waiting. The state variables 

involved constitute a spin lock. 

2.2.6 Nondeterminism 

A fundamental property of concurrent processes is non determinism, that is, 

at any time, it is not known what will happen next. This is true whether the 

implementation is by interleaving or true parallelism. 

2.2.7 Transient errors 

In the presence of non-determinism, faults in a concurrent program may 

appear as transient errors; that is, the error may or may not occur depending on 

the execution path taken in a particular activation of the program. Transient 

errors are difficult to identify as the events that precede it are often not known 

precisely and the source of error cannot, in general, be found. 

2.3 Process States 

During a process's lifetime it can be in one of the following states [Feldman 

1990]: 

1. Elaborated. A process is elaborated if its declaration (that is, the 

statements comprising the program or section of a program) has been processed 

(process has been submitted for processing) and thus the process can be 

activated. 

2. Running. A process is running if its statements are being executed on a 

processor. 
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3. Ready. A process is waiting to be assigned to a processor. 

4. Blocked. A process is blocked if it is waiting for some event to occur, 

such as input/output completion, a timed wakeup, or a synchronization operation 

with other process (wait). 

5. Completed. A process is completed if it has finished executing its 

sequence of statements but cannot yet terminate because it has active 

dependent processes. 

6. Terminated. A process is terminated if it is no longer active. 

Figure 2.1: Process States 
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The operations that are associated processes are: creation and activation, 

termination, synchronization, interprocess communication, and scheduling. 

2.4 Current Research and Implementation Approaches 

2.4.1 Operating System Approach 

Concurrency is achieved using system calls. These system calls are made 

available from assembly language or from a high level language. Advantages are 

that it achieves acceptable run time efficiency. Disadvantages are that programs 

using the system calls are non-portable and need to be rewritten from scratch 

just to adapt them to emerging hardware and technologies. Since these 

concurrency primitives are at a lower level of abstraction (system calls) than 

language level ones, programs using them are more complex and difficult to 

debug. UNIX is an example of this type of approach. It is a preemptive 

multitasking system. It organizes the tasks running in the system as processes 

that have states as described before. WINDOWS NT is another 32-bit 

preemptive multitasking system using the same approach. 

2.4.2 Language Construct Approach to Concurrency 

Here a programming language suitable for concurrent programming 1s 

developed. Emphasis is placed on building structures into the languages, instead 

of just providing supervisor calls in the form of subroutine libraries. Advantages 

are that programs coded using a special concurrent programming language is 

easier to test and maintain. This is due to the fact that concurrency is expressed 

in a way that is clearly visible to the writer and reader, rather than being hidden in 

the bodies of the called system calls. Since a higher level language is used to 

model objects of the real world rather than system calls, the resultant abstraction 

is clearer and more natural. Using special languages also lends itself to 
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portability and machine independence. Disadvantages of using a special 

language is in the form of performance penalties due to the machine 

independent design. Compilers for these types of languages are complex and 

expensive. Eiffel// [Caromel 1993], Synapse [Champlain 1991] and Concurrent 

C++ [Gehani 1988] programming languages are examples of Concurrent Object 

Oriented Languages (COOL). The approach here is to build a compiler that 

supports syntax which is a super set of some existing language. The additions to 

the syntax and grammar will allow concurrency. 

2.4.3 The Portable Library Approach to Concurrency 

A compromise position between the two extremes of operating systems 

primitives and programming language structures can be found in the portable 

library approach to concurrency. This approach uses a library or module that 

supports concurrency by defining types (processes) and operations in the form of 

subprograms that are called from an application. This approach does away with 

the need of special program constructs and structures as in the programming 

language approach. Moreover the programmer interface to such modules is 

machine and system independent although the implementation of the module 

depends upon the underlying operating system and hardware. Advantages are 

that it embodies all the virtues of machine-independence and portability, and yet 

allows a module to be extended without imposing and compiler re

implementation costs. Disadvantages are that specialized high level constructs 

for concurrency are missing and so is visible use of concurrency and abstraction 

clarity. 

ACT++ is a concurrent object-oriented language being developed as part of 

a research project on concurrent object-oriented real-time systems [Kafura 

1988]. The actor model of concurrent computation was first introduced by Hewitt 
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[1977]. More recently, Agha [1986] defined an actor model with a small number 

of powerful primitives. ACT++ is a language which supports actor concurrent 

computation model and provides software reusability through the class 

inheritance of an object-oriented language. The current ACT++ design uses C++ 

as a base language and extends it with a class hierarchy which provides the 

abstraction of the actor model of concurrency. The actor model consists of five 

basic elements: actors, mail queues, messages, behaviors, and acquaintances. 

An actor is a self-contained object. Interaction among actors can only occur 

through message passing. Each actor is associated with a unique mail queue, 

whose address identifies the actor. The behavior of an actor determines how the 

actor reacts to a request specified in the message processed. A behavior is 

defined by a code body called behavior script. The script contains the methods 

and acquaintances. Acquaintances are the names of other actors (mail queue 

addresses) to which an actor can send messages. 

The last primitive operation is the replacement behavior. The replacement 

behavior allows an actor to change its behavior dynamically at run-time. An actor 

can be bound to different behaviors at different points in time. These behaviors 

may not have the same methods or internal data structures. The only entity 

which does not change in the life of an actor is its mail queue address. Figure 2.2 

shows the conceptual view of an actor. 
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I I I Mail Queue 

Figure 2.2: Conceptual view of an Actor [Kafura 1988] 

An actor changes its state by becoming another behavior with different 

acquaintances. Besides the synchronization provided by message passing, the 

behavior replacement operator .. become, II is the only other explicit 

synchronization primitive provided by the actor model. The actor model assumes 

inherent concurrency, which means that every statement of a behavior script is 

executed concurrently except where there is a sequencing constraint required by 

casual ordering (there is data dependency between instructions). ACT++ 

however treats the behavior execution as a sequential process called an ultra

light process rather than instruction level concurrency as used by the model. 

A brief comparison of ACT++ with other languages developed, is presented 

summarized in the Table 2.1 below [Kafura 1988]. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of actor languages 

Base Sharing Object Application Architecture 
Language Mechanism Interface Domain 

ACT++ C++ Inheritance Replaceable Real-Time Distributed 
Actra Smalltalk Inheritance Fixed Real-Time MultipJocessor 
Actalk Smalltalk Inheritance Replaceable Language Uniprocessor 

design, 
classification 

ABCU1 new none Fixed Distributed Distributed 
Programming 

Cantor new none Fixed High Speed Multiprocessor 
Computation 

Lamina Lisp none Fixed Real-Time AI Multiprocessor 
Act-1 Lisp Delegation Fixed Artificial Distributed 

lntelliaence 

ACT++ is implemented as a class library on a 382 machine which runs 

UNIX System V and an Apple Mac II. The actors created as lightweight 

processes share the same address space. This study however required C++ 

programs run concurrently on a uniprocessor machine running DOS. 

ACT++ 2.0 enhances the earlier design [Kafura 1993]. It now uses the 

PRESTO threads package [Bershad 1990] as the underlying system to control 

concurrent objects. Behavior sets have been used to implement concurrency 

control mechanism so as to resolve the conflict between the inheritance 

mechanism of object-oriented languages and the specification of synchronization 

constraints. It has been implemented as a class library for the Sequent 

Symmetry multiprocessor using PRESTO 0.4. This library is meant to be used 

with AT&T C++ and any other compatible compilers. It is also being ported to 

SUN and DECstation machines. 
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2.5 Inheritance in Actor Based Concurrent 
Object-Oriented Languages [Kafura 1989] 

Inheritance is a valuable mechanism which enhances reusability and 

maintainability of software. A language design based on the actor model of 

concurrent computation faces a serious problem arising from the interference 

between concurrency and inheritance. This difficulty can be observed in existing 

object-oriented languages, only a few of which support both concurrency and 

inheritance. This interference results in concurrent object-based languages 

which either do not support inheritance or which do so only by severely 

compromising some other property. 

An example [Kafura 1989] is repeated here to demonstrate the problem. 

Consider a bounded_buffer class definition. 

class bounded_buffer : ACTOR { 

int buf[MAX]; 

int in, out; 

public: 

bounded_buffer() { in=O; out=O; }; /*constructor *I 

int get() 

{ 

} 

reply buf[out++]; 

out 0/o = MAX; 

if (in==OUt) 

become( empty _buffer(buf, in ,out)); 

else 

become(partial_buferr(buf,in,out)); 

void put(int item) 
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{ 

buf[in++] = item; 

in °/o =MAX; 

if (in==OUt0/oMAX) 

become(full_buffer(buf, in ,out)); 

else 

become(partial_buffer(buf, in ,out)); 

} 

}; I* end class definition*/ 

The possible transition sequence in the states of a bounded_buffer is -

empty _buffer -> partial_buffer -> full_buffer -> partial_buffer -> empty _buffer 

The three subclasses of bounded buffer: viz. empty_buffer, full_buffer and 

partail_buffer can be given as follows. 

class empty buffer : bounded_buffer { 

public: 

bounded_buffer :: put; 

}; 

class full_buffer : bounded_buffer { 

public: 

bounded_buffer :: get; 

}; 

class partial_buffer : bounded_buffer { 

public: 

}; 

bounded_buffer :: get; 

bounded_buffer :: put; 
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As can be seen many similar classes must be defined to implement a 

bounded_buffer. This is a result of the natural mapping of the primitive actor 

model into a class-based object-oriented language. The use of the become 

operation implies that a different class be defined for each interface. This is 

duplication of effort. 

Now suppose an extended_buffer class is required with an additional 

method get_rear() which reports the latest item placed in the buffer. This class 

should be expected to inherit all methods from bounded_buffer in an object

oriented language with inheritance. But this solution does not work as described 

below. 

The possible behaviors of the extended_buffer class are -

extended_ empty _buffer put() 

extended_full_buffer get(), get_rear(); 

extended_partial_buffer get(), get_rear(), put() 

Now bounded_buffer may be used in place of extended_empty_buffer as 

they have similar interfaces; however, extended_full_buffer is different from 

full_buffer because of the additional method get_rear(). Similarly 

extended_partial_buffer is different from partial_buffer. Hence they have to be 

defined as new classes. 

The problem is compounded by the fact that every method of 

bounded buffer must be redefined in the definition of extended buffer since the - -

methods explicitly refer to class names full_buffer and partial_buffer hence none 

of these methods can be inherited. 

This type of inheritance anomaly has been observed in several actor based 

languages. The solution to the problem is also presented in the paper and is 

termed as behavior abstraction. It involves creation of an object manager that 

manages an active object for its entire lifetime providing dynamic link support of 
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behaviors. A simplistic solution based on the mechanism of redefining the 

behavior name on a subclass is analogous to that of a virtual function in C++. As 

in the virtual function invocation, a behavior name used by an object in a become 

operation may denote different behaviors which are decided by the type of the 

object. The compiler uses the virtual function table to determine the correct 

behavior corresponding to the specified object. 

2.6 Characteristics of Object-Oriented Design 

The characteristics of an object-oriented design are [Sommerville 1992]: 

1. Shared data areas are eliminated. Objects communicate by exchanging 

messages rather than sharing variables. This reduces overall system coupling as 

there is no possibility of unexpected modifications to shared information. 

2. Objects are independent entities that may readily be changed because 

all state and representation information is held within an object. Changes to the 

representation may be made without reference to other system objects. 

3. Objects may be distributed and may execute either sequentially or in 

parallel. 

2. 7 Similarities between Processes and Objects 

There are analogies between objects and processes [Meyer 1993]. 

1. Local variables (attributes of a class, variables of a process or process 

type). 

2. Persistent data, keeping their value between successive activations. 

3. Encapsulated behavior (a single cycle for a process; any number of 

routines for a class) 

4. Heavy restriction on how modules can exchange information. 
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5. A communication mechanism usually based on some form of message 

passing. 

2.8 Extended Memory and Operation Modes 

Computers with Intel 80286 and later microprocessors have a capacity of 

addressing 16MB (for the i80286) or more memory (i80386 or i80486). Many 

computers shipped today have 2MB onboard RAM. Of this however DOS can 

allocate only 640KB. Programs are held back by these limitations. If large 

programs have to be developed or programs use large amounts of memory, 

programmers in the DOS environment resort to overlays and multiple 

executables to cut down the size of the resultant executable code. This enables 

the operating system to allocate more memory for data. This approach though 

robust reduces flexibility of programming. 

The lntel80286 has two modes of operation: 

1. Real mode. In this mode the processor resembles and works exactly like 

the i8086 processor with an address space of only 1MB although it has a 24-bit 

address line (4 MSB bits are unused). The instruction set is the same as that of 

a 8086 processor. 

2. Protected mode. In this mode the full power of the processor is made 

available to the programs. In the case of the i80286 processor the address 

space is 16MB (24-bit address) and for the i80386 the address space is 232 

bytes. The instruction set is more complex as it allows segment selectors and 

paging. Memory access is by segment selectors in this mode and is indirect as 

compared to accesses in the real mode. Since larger sizes of data (16 bit for 

i80286 and 32 bit for i80386+) are processed in a single operation in this mode, 

programs run significantly faster. 
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3. Virtual 86. This mode is supported by the i80386 or higher processors. It 

allows the processor to be set up so as to look like many virtual i8086 

processors; each processor having the same capacity of the i8086 processor. 

DOS runs in real-mode. Hence DOS programmers cannot take advantage 

of protected mode features. To be able to access memory above 1MB the 

program must run in protected mode. One solution to the problem is to switch to 

a protected mode operating system like WINDOWS, OS/2, Xenix. This will 

involve application program porting. Another approach however is to use a DOS 

extender that provides some mechanism for interrupt driven 1/0 and for making 

DOS and BIOS calls in a protected mode program. Some DOS extenders switch 

between real and protected mode to handle interrupts and make DOS calls, but 

the preferred method runs DOS in a virtual-86 mode. 

DOS extenders are .. wrapper.. programs that enable DOS to allocate 

memory above its 640KB barrier. This is done by switching the processor from 

real mode to protected mode and executing the program. So the programs have 

to be compiled as protected mode programs and use the protected mode 

instruction set. The extender traps all memory operations and interrupts in 

protected mode and does the required re-mapping of the operation so that large 

amounts of memory can be accessed. This does not require any re-design or re

implementation of several small real mode programs written in assembly or a 

high level language such as C++. Larger applications, real-time systems and 

those that interact with hardware require re-design for protected mode operation 

so that they can make optimum use of this mode. When the program issues a 

DOS interrupt the extender will reflect the call to DOS which is still running in real 

mode. Hence a real-time scheduler that allows concurrent execution of object

oriented programs can access this vast amount of memory only if it is developed 

in protected mode. 
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The issues of memory management are handled entirely and efficiently by 

the extender. DOS extenders use industry standards laid down by DPMI (DOS 

Protected Mode Interface), VPCI (Virtual Control Program Interface) and XMS 

(Extended Memory Specification). Operating systems such as OS/2, Deskview 

and MS-Windows 3.x support the DPMI standard for executing DOS programs. 

Applications developed using these extenders will run under these operating 

systems. Objects in object-oriented programs can access and reside in this 

extended memory because the keyword .. new.. will generate a DOS memory 

allocation call which the DOS extender will trap and perform the necessary 

allocations in the extended memory area. 

A complete treatment of the i80386 architecture [Morse 1987, Intel 1986] 

and programming [Pappas 1988, Len 1991, Dobbs 1988] can be found in 

several texts and hence will not be repeated here. The following is a brief 

guideline to accessing extended memory under the DOS Extender. 

The protected mode logical address consists of two components. The first 

is the linear base address of a segment, which is pointed to by a 16-bit selector. 

This base address is then added to the second component, a 32-bit effective 

address or offset, to form the 32-bit linear address. This linear address can be 

used directly as the physical address, or it can be mapped to form the physical 

address with the paging mechanism. Figure 2.3 [Pappas 1988] shows an 

oversimplified protected mode segmented addressing scheme. 
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Figure 2.3: Segmented Addressing [Pappas 1988] 

Segmentation is the memory management method that forms the basis for 

protection. A descriptor is an 8-byte data structure known and acknowledged by 

the system hardware. In the i80286+ protected mode, all segment information is 

held in a descriptor table. All segments used on a i80286+ system are described 

in the descriptor tables. Descriptors are contained in the Global Descriptor Table 

(GDT), Local Descriptor Table (LDT) and Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). Each 

table is a memory array that can vary in length from 8-bytes to 64-Kilobytes. 

Hence each table can hold up to a maximum of 8192(213) 8-byte descriptors. 

The upper thirteen bits of the selector form an index into the descriptor table. 

Registers in each table hold 32-Bit linear addresses and the 16-Bit limit of each 

table. Each table (GDT, LDT and IDT) has a register associated with it. The 

operating system (or in this case the DOS Extender) maintains the descriptor 

tables and protects access to it. The DOS Extender loads all the corresponding 

tables and registers then launches the application in protected mode. Hence 

direct memory access using real-mode segment addresses like B800h fail and 
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generate a .. General Protection Fault... Before such a direct access to a fixed 

memory location is desired, the segment register needs to be loaded with the 

corresponding segment selector. The DOS Extender accepts the real-mode 

address and returns the protected mode selector. In Phar Laps DOS-286 the call 

to the function DosMapReaiSeg() performs the required task. The segment 

descriptor is loaded by the function into the system tables and its value returned. 

The selector returned is then used in the segment portion of the far pointer to 

memory area. Finally when the program is done with the selector it can free and 

purge it from the system tables using the DosFreeSeg() function. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

DESIGN 

The system is designed as a class library called .. ACT ... The ACT class 

library is intended to be a concept demonstration program and not a fully 

featured commercial program. Therefore, emphasis is placed on issues which 

facilitate the demonstration. Other issues are given minimum reasonable 

consideration. This is the main guideline to the project development. The 

important features for the project are modularity, reusability, maintainability, 

expandability and lesser complexity through the use of object-oriented language. 

3.1 Assumptions 

The following are some assumptions of the design: 

1. The software is developed for use on IBM personal computers and exact 

clones using Intel 80286 or higher processors. It is assumed that it supports 

protected mode and real mode (to run DOS). 

2. The implementation of access to memory beyond 1MB requires that DOS 

Extenders on which it runs have DPMI (DOS Protected Mode Interface), XMS 

(Extended Memory Specification). 

3. The DOS extender used (For example: 2861DOS-Extender) allows 

reentrant calls for memory allocation. If the extender is not reentrant then 

memory allocations can be treated as atomic critical regions. The extender 

should also allow redirecting interrupt vectors such as the timer interrupt and 

function normally when re-directed. 

4. Deadlocks do not occur as their avoidance and detection pose significant 

overheads in terms of time. 
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3.2 Limitations 

The following are some limitaions of the design: 

1. The number of tasks that can be run concurrently are limited to a number 

that will allow response to be in real-time for the smallest possible time resolution 

of the timer chip. 

2. The memory accessible by the DOS extender (physical or virtual) limits 

the size of data and code segments that can be used by the system. 

3. There are no protected mode interrupt management for interrupts other 

than those used by the system to offer services and those provided by the DOS 

extenders. 

3.3 Methodology 

Rewriting an operating system to support a particular programming model is 

time consuming and difficult, often resulting in more time being devoted to 

operating system engineering issues than the research goal. The language 

construct approach requires coding of a translator for the designed syntax. 

Hence the approach adopted for this study was the portable library approach to 

concurrency as in ACT++ 2.0 [Kafura 1993]. This will have the ability to use 

existing C++ compilers. C++ has been the choice for this study because it is 

efficient, strongly typed and widely available. The strong support for overloading 

and polymorphism provided by C++ is a powerful tool for syntactic extension of 

the language. 

The kernel for the C++ programs was implemented us1ng C++ and 

assembly language. The model used for the class library for providing 

concurrency primitives is the ACTOR model proposed by Agha and Hewitt 

[Yonezawa 1987]. The model performs the actions of an actor as specified by 

Agha [1990] and Hewitt viz. can send communications to itself or other actors 
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(send), create more actors (create), specify a replacement behavior (become). 

This model was however modified to suit its implementation on existing DOS 

compilers as a C++ class library so as to avoid using templates (some DOS C++ 

compilers do not currently support it), prevent inheritance anomalies and provide 

additional primitives. The model shown in Figure 3.1 was developed during this 

research based on the ACTOR model shown in Figure 2.2. 

0/P 
Mail a 

Behavior 

Acquaintances 

Actor 

Behavior 

Behavior 

Figure 3.1 : Model used by class library 

The objects in the system will be of two types, namely active objects and 

passive objects. An active object proceeds concurrently with other objects. An 

active object will be present in the object table with its method as one of the 

concurrent tasks. All other objects are passive objects as they have no power of 

controlling invocation of their methods. As they are invoked from active objects, 

concurrent invocations of its methods may cause the state of the object to be 

inconsistent. A passive object should be known only to a single active object so 

as to increase serial equivalence of concurrent execution. Actor objects are 

active and can contain several passive sub-objects that are required to perform 

its computation. 

As in the original model the current model consists of actors which are self 

contained objects. Actors are active data types. Interactions between actors are 
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still achieved by message passing by unique mail queues associated with each 

actor or through acquaintances (other actors or passive data types). Actors can 

create other actors. 

The mail queues are now separated into input queues and output queues 

as this decreases the coupling between actors. This increases their distributive 

property in a distributed processing system. The buffering of communications 

has the consequence that the actors support recursion. Languages relying on 

synchronous communication, any recursive procedure immediately leads to 

deadlock [Hewitt et al. 1984, Agha 1986]. 

The fault tolerance of the new model is also enhanced. For example, if a 

mail queue quickly fills up due to imbalances in execution speeds of a producer 

and consumer (of mail items), then all such actors -- as in the original model 

using a single mail queue backbone may block. In the new model, only those 

actors accessing the failed (filled) mail queue, block. Similarly, if an actor output 

queue fills up but not its input queue, then it can continue processing input. 

Independent actors need not have mail queues bound to them. 

Messages in the new model are viewed as data items that are placed in the 

queues. Acquaintances are names of other data types (passive) or mail queue 

names of other actors. Hence they can have visibility -- local, global, dynamic 

seeping. If a read only type acquaintance is required (as in the original model), 

the data type can be of the C++ .. const .. type. 

The behavior in the new system is similar to the original model and 

determines how the actor reacts to a request specified in the message 

processed. The last primitive (become) of the original model allows specifying 

different behaviors for an actor but this also places the constraint that behaviors 

should be changed in a serialized (sequential) manner. The behavior of an actor 

is assumed to be concurrently executing with other actor behaviors when the 
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start command is submitted to the system and hence is not executed only when 

a message is delivered to the actor. The behavior is defined by a C++ code body 

(method) called behaviorscript. There is a primary behaviorscript (virtual) for 

every actor defined in the system. Along with these concurrent behaviors, 

additional behaviors for each of the actors defined can be spawned by adding 

.. active .. methods to the class definition. These additional behaviorscripts are also 

executed concurrently with the primary ones. The advantage of this additional 

concurrent behaviorscripts is that the actors can assume dual, triple and so on 

roles. This increases reusability of data within an actor along with its data

encapsulation properties to build larger aggregate objects. Hence this model 

supports voting principles used in fault-tolerant computing, wherein several sub

processes perform a calculation using dissimilar algorithms and the main 

process determines the accurate value by a majority vote of matching results 

from the sub-processes. The replacement behavior can be any one of the active 

methods but the become operator is not explicitly required as all the active 

behaviors can be spawned and controlled by the actor•s main behaviorscript. 

The application programs can use concurrency by invoking the class library. 

The system overview is shown in Figure 3.2 and class hierarchy in Figure 3.3. 

Application {mainO} I 
I 

I TIMER I .I Class library I J 'I 

I I I . I 
CRT Chip CPU Video RAM Mouse 

Figure 3.2: System Overview 
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l ~ l 

m TagBehaviorMap 
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Figure 3.3: Class Hierarchy 

The design approach for the objects has been to design a larger composite 

object encapsulating smaller objects when information is shared by the smaller 

objects very frequently (such as task table). This will reduce message passing 

overhead for the kernel which should be designed to execute efficiently. 

A brief functional overview of the class hierarchy is as follows. The ACTOR 

objects are active objects having behaviorscripts. These behaviorscripts are C++ 

language statements in the behavior of the ACTOR that are executed 

concurrently with behaviorscripts of other actors. The default behaviorscript is a 

NULL virtual function in the base (ACTOR) class as: virtual void behaviorscript {}; 

The application program contains user-defined derived class definitions 

inheriting this object. This derived class definition also contains the 

behaviorscript C++ code defined as a method. To prevent inheritance anomaly 

the behaviorscript are declared of type .. virtual .. in the base ACTOR class. This 

will enable the compiler and object table (OBJTABLE) to select the correct script 

at the point of call. 

The ACTOR objects are bound to IMQUE (input mail) and OMQUE (output 

mail) queues. Then these actor objects are inserted into the OBJTABLE (Object 

Table) and their behaviors are spawned by OBJTABLE as tasks in the TSLICER 
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(time slicer) object. Syntax for concurrency is achieved using operator 

overloading and polymorphism. The global instance notable .. provides a stream 

like access to the OBJTABLE. The TIMER object sends periodic messages to 

the TSLICER object. This object contains a task table which stores relevant data. 

On a timing message, the next task is scheduled for execution. The 

SEMAPHORE object is used to control concurrency and ensure mutual 

exclusion. It can have two states: Locked and Unlocked. The TSLICER object 

can be locked for critical non-reentrant code by a global semaphore called 

.. critsema... Hence this design uses the centralized approach [Kafura 1989] to 

concurrency since it uses semaphores for concurrency control rather than the 

.. become .. primitive. 

The CRTC (CRT chip controller) objects interfaces with the 6845 chip and 

provides methods to manipulate video functions. DVIDEO (Direct video) object is 

a object derived from CRTC and provides direct video RAM write methods. The 

DVIDEO object and its methods are re-entrant and hence the object is designed 

as a pure object which does not change its local object data. All local variables 

are maintained on the task's stack. A global .. dvideo .. instance of DVI DEO allows 

direct video methods to be accessed in programs. Similarly mouse support is 

provided by the object MOUSE and global instance .. mouse ... 

The MEMMGR (memory manager) object is a place holder with methods to 

report memory size and specialized memory manipulation functions. This is 

because general functions are widely available along with most standard C++ 

compiler libraries and accessing memory indirectly through the memory object 

for every element of memory (as done in object-oriented memory) is costly in 

terms of time due extra levels of indirection in objects. 

The OBJTABLE is analogous to the object manager [Kafura 1989] which 

manages the ACTOR objects for their lifetime. The OBJTABLE (object table) 
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class contains methods that accept active ACTOR objects and their behaviors. 

Then the OBJTABLE uses a table (TagBehaviorMap) to map the actor•s 

behavior to a task tag since all tasks are identified by tags in the TSLICER 

object. The object table generates the required tags; however, the user is also 

allowed to change it. Other task parameters such as amount of stack that will be 

assigned to the active object or whether the object is spawned in a ready state or 

sleeping state can also be set. The actors behavior are then executed from the 

object table by mapping the behavior to a pointer-to-function which is then 

supplied to the TSLICER object which assigns a stack and executes it as a task. 

The TSLICER object accepts pointers to functions (obtained from 

OBJT ABLE) which it executes as tasks. These tasks are time sliced in a pre

emptive manner by locking onto the timer interrupt or in a non-preemptive 

manner using a give-up-control message. TSLICER methods take the stack 

space allocated to the application program and divide it into several sub stacks 

as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: Task stack allocation 
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Each task is assigned a sub-stack of user-definable size (with limits) from 

the main stack. The stack is then organized such that on every context switch 

the scheduler need only .. push.. and .. pop.. off all context data from the 

corresponding task stack. Hence the scheduler will be a stack switcher and run 
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efficiently. This design however limits the size of stack to be part of the main 

stack although it serves many typical applications. If larger stack sizes are 

required, then memory (r/w) can be allocated using dynamic allocation and then 

assigned to tasks as stacks. The rest of the stack allocated for the task is used 

at run-time by the task to allocate local data and for subroutine calls. 

When the time-slicer is started TSLICER switches to task1•s stack and 

executes it. Immediately after the fixed time-slice TSLICER switches to the next 

task•s stack and executes it. The main() routine is never executed till all tasks are 

done or an abnormal error occurs. If the word 118800 .. is corrupted it can be 

inferred that a stack overflow has occurred. For this reason, internal stack 

checking by the compiler needs to be turned off. The behavior number is pushed 

on stack so that the system can use it to access the right behaviorscript. When 

the task performs a return instruction the end_self() routine is executed which 

sets, as complete, the task table entries for the task. Hence the system can keep 

track of task termination. When all tasks execute the end_self() routine the 

system knows that all tasks have terminated (by examining the task table) and 

then the stack can be switched to the original main() stack and control given 

back to main(). The priority of all tasks are the same. Since this is a real-time 

system, varying priorities dynamically may cause hard real-time tasks to miss 

their response deadlines [Stankovic 1991]. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation considerations and class library operation are briefly 

explained below. A complete listing of the code is available with the author. 

4.1 Language Considerations 

As the class library is being developed using the C++ language some 

language restrictions have to be considered. The class library should be portable 

so the syntax used in the design should follow some current industrial standards. 

Most DOS C++ compilers provide ANSI standard compatibility [Ellis 1990] and 

hence this was the standard adopted for the class library. Following are some of 

the restrictions or features of C++ compilers that were studied and used to 

achieve the desired class structure and syntax. 

The design uses inheritance so that applications can derive active classes 

from the ACTOR type. Suppose we have a active object Menu. The active 

methods are specified using syntax say .. active ... 

class Menu : public ACTOR { 

/* Menu data *I 

MENU();/* initializes and draws the menu *I 

behaviorscript(); /* Main menu driver and selection processor *I 

active KeyboardMonitor(); /* monitors keyboard responses and informs 

behaviorscript *I 

active MouseMonitor(); /* monitors mouse responses and informs behaviorscript 

*I 

UpdateMenu(); /* Takes action in response to the above *I 

} Menulnstance; 
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First of all, the design uses class inheritance to inherit an active (concurrent 

object ) ACTOR. This is subject to inheritance anomaly if the behaviors are not 

.. virtual .. [Kafura 1989] but is a neat way that uses object-oriented principles. 

Simply inheriting an ACTOR does not immediately place it into the OBJTABLE. 

User control in starting concurrent execution of the active methods is desired. 

Syntax required to place such an object into the active OBJT ABLE is the next 

design issue. It should be simple yet object-oriented. Operator overloading 

provide many interesting extensions to the language. The system uses : otable 

<< Menulnstance; 

Ideally, this should place Keyboard Monitor and Mouse Monitor as two 

concurrent (active) behaviors of Menu. But this is possible only if a compiler is 

constructed to support the developed concurrency syntax "active." There is no 

way of getting a list of all .. active" typed behaviors from current commercial 

compilers for DOS. Hence it is up to the user to specify the desired active 

methods for execution. As he does this, he automatically has control over which 

methods are immediately spawned for concurrent execution. For example: 

otable << Menulnstance.KeyboardMonitor << Menulnstance.MouseMonitor. 

To implement this syntax, a pointer to the function KeyboardMonitor and 

MouseMonitor are required. ANSI language restrictions apply as pointer to 

member function in C++ is different from pointer to function as in C. A member 

function of class X has type: Retumtype (X::*) (Argtypes) while a plain C function 

has type: Returntype (*) (Argtypes). Since a member function is meaningless 

without a class to invoke it on, one cannot directly obtain the address of a 

member function. The address of a global function at the main() level is 

compatible with a C-type pointer to function. So its address can be obtained. 

Static member functions do not require an actual object to be invoked, and 
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pointers to static member functions are type compatible with regular member 

functions. 

An address of a function can in some cases be obtained by double or 

higher indirection's. Member functions cannot be addressed in this manner and 

crashes the system if done. In C++, member functions have an implicit 

parameter which points to the object (the .. this.. pointer inside the member 

function ( inspection of assembly source of C++ program of Borland C++ and 

Microsoft Visual C++ indicate that the offset is in Sl register ) . Normal C functions 

can be thought of having a different calling convention for member functions, so 

their pointers (ptr-to-member-fn vs. ptr-to-fn) are different and incompatible. C++ 

introduces a new type of pointer, called pointer-to-member, which can only be 

invoked by providing an object. An attempt to cast a ptr-to-member-fn into a ptr

to-fn using double indirection produces results that are undefined and probably 

disastrous since a ptr-to-member-fn is not required to contain the machine 

address of the appropriate function. So the only way that a ptr-to-fn can be 

obtained is by using a top-level (non-class) function, or a .. static .. class member 

function. 

Due to type checking, pointers of void type or of base class cannot access 

derived class members. For example: 

1. getfnaddr(void (*p) ()); a call - getfnaddr (&Dervied::MethodA) g1ves error

cannot convert void (Derived::*)() to void(*)() 

2. getfnaddr(void (Base::*p) ()); a call - getfnaddr (&Dervied::MethodA) g1ves 

error- cannot convert void (Derived::*)() to void (Base::*)() 

3. getaddr(Base & BaseRef) { getfnaddr(BaseRef.DerviedCiassMethod) /* as in 

2. above *I } call - getaddr ( &Dervied) gives error - DerivedCiassMethod is 

not a member of Base class. 

Consider a class defintion given below. 
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class MYCLASS { 

int x; 

static int y; 

public: 

void cdecl method1 (int xcoord) { x=xcoord; }; /*non-static method*/ 

static void cdecl method2 (int ycoord) { MYCLASS::y=ycoord; }; 

virtual void behaviorscript(void) { x=22; y=33; }; 

} Myclasslnstance; 

int MYCLASS::y=O; /* initializer for y in file-scope */ 

Study of the assembly sources generated by the compiler of such a class 

reveals the following. Virtual functions are executed by looking up a virtual table. 

The virtual table forms the first or last 6 bytes (location can be set using compiler 

switches) of the class and its implementation is hidden. Its structure [Ellis 1990] 

is as follows and is followed by data members. 

struct vtbl_ entry { 

void (*fct)(); 

int delta; 

} 

The .. this.. pointer is passed to all non-static functions as the first invisible 

(default) parameter. Some DOS C++ compilers use the PASCAL calling 

convention as default whereas others use the C calling convention as default. 

Both override with .. cdecl .. or .. pascal .. function modifiers. The implementation has 

accounted for both possibilities by providing overrides. In the above class the call 

method1 (coord) in assembly will be as follows: 

push coord ; push the value of coord as parameter 

push seg Myclasslnstance ; segment of Myclasslnstance 

push offset Myclasslnstance; offset of Myclasslnstance 
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call method1 ; perform the method 

add sp,6 ; adjust the stack on return 

The address if the object for which the method was invoked is passed as 

the first parameter (this). This enables class methods to contain only fixe·d 

offsets for data, from the beginning of the class. Access to member xcoord is 

then implemented using a base-index indirect referencing scheme as follows. 

method1 proc 

push bp ; standard entry 

mov bp,sp 

les bx, dword ptr [bp+6] ; load es:bx with instance address 

; set variable at 6 (6 bytes for the vtbl above)+ offset 0 (i.e. x) to value of 

; xcoord passed 

mov word ptr es:[bx+6],[bp+ 1 0] 

pop bp ; standard exit 

ret 

method 1 endp 

This enables the methods for a class to be elaborated only once in the 

code-segment for all instances of the class or its derivatives. The address of the 

object is passed on the stack so that the method operates on the correct 

instance and hence it is reusable. To design a re-entrant object like DVIDEO the 

methods should not modify any class variables which are fixed for each unique 

instance. 

In DVIDEO, the routines do not modify or use any class variables except 

paste_buffer which is used to provide a default buffer. If true reentrancy is 

required for copy_win, cut_ win and paste_win then the user can provide a buffer 

of the same size as the last parameter to the methods. 
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This indirect referencing scheme used by methods to access data members 

decrease the speed of access to a data value. This is because two memory 

accesses are required to get at one data member viz. load the es:bx register pair 

with the instance address and then access desired data member at an offset 

starting at the es:bx base address. This reinforces the design decision not to 

implement all memory access through the use of a memory object but to leave it 

to direct pointers. Most objects in the class library declare and use stack 

variables whenever possible to increase speed of access and reentrancy. 

Static functions are treated as non-class members and hence cannot 

access any other members of the class. The "this" pointer is also not inherited by 

it. The only members it can access are other static members of the class. Making 

it static means that only one copy of the function or data exists for all instances 

of the class. Access is possible by preceding the member to be accessed by 

Classname:: (has to be initialized in file scope as shown for MY CLASS: :y above) 

or by using the . or -> as Classlnstance.member. The call to method2(coord) 

hence looks like: 

push coord ; push the value of coord as parameter 

call method2 ; perform the method 

add sp,2 ; adjust the stack. 

The behaviorscripts are virtual functions to prevent inheritance anomaly. 

Using pointer-to-member functions, pointers to virtual member functions can be 

obtained. The "'this" pointer to be passed to a virtual function can be computed 

by subtracting the offset of the object for which the virtual function was defined 

from the offset of the object used to invoke the function. The implementation of 

the table is used to determine the actual function to be executed. Pointers to 

these functions have elaborate dereferecing code associated with it at the point 

of call, that may be implementation (C++ compiler) dependent. Using the 
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address contained in "this" pointer as a machine address would hence execute a 

table and crash the system. On the other hand using implementation dependent 

de-referencing techniques also reduces portability hence the class library uses 

function wrappers to call behaviorscripts. Additional behaviors are declared 

"active" (static) and hence have the restriction that they can access only static 

data members. 

4.2 Classes 

The application program is a C++ program that uses the class library. Each 

class resides in its own header file to facilitate modularity. All header files have 

global scope. A comprehensive discussion on all classes is out of the scope of 

this text hence only important implementation aspects are highlighted in 

alphabetical order of class name. The description of each class has the following 

format: 

a. Title and explanation of use of class. 

b. Structure template of class and explanation of its items. 

c. Explanation of its services. 

In order to excute correctly in the protected mode and to be able to access 

memory larger than 1MB, the implementation of all the following classes used 

the guidelines for memory access as specified in the literature and call 

DosMapReaiSeg() and DosFreeSeg() functions of the DOS Extender whenever 

a specific segment selector was required. 

4.2.1 Class ACTOR. IACTOR 

Function: 

They are active object base classes. Classes derived from these can 

specify behaviorscripts for concurrent execution. 
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Template: 

Data 

BscriptTag- Tag for this actor's behaviorscript. 

BscriptNumber- The behavior number assigned by OBJTABLE to 

this actor. 

*thisiq - points to actor's input queue, if bound. 

*thisoq- points to actor's output queue, if bound. 

Services 

behaviorscript() - C++ method that processes the behavior of the 

actor. 

<<-Binds mail queues of I MOUE or OMQUE type to the actor. 

Explanation: 

ACTOR is the superclass of all active objects in the system. The concurrent 

objects are derived from this class and that enables them to execute their 

behaviorscripts concurrently. The behaviorscripts are methods of the derived 

class equivalent to any C++ function but having the name behaviorscript. In the 

derived class, the behavior is declared as a void behaviorscript(void) function 

and contains all the C++ code that processes the behavior of the ACTOR. 

The input and output mail queues are pointed to by *thisiq and *thisoq. 

They have to be bound (initialized) to point to the queue (IMQUE and OMQUE 

type) instances by using the<< service. The ACTOR instance can be spawned 

into the OBJTABLE using the<< service of global instance otable. Active objects 

derived from ACTOR can also have additional behaviors. These behaviors can 

have any name but have to be declared of "active" type and take no parameters. 

For example: active void Method2(void). In this case, Method2 is an additional 

behavior. These active behaviors are also spawned into the otable using the<< 

service. 
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The IACTOR (Instant ACTOR) is derived from ACTOR and is useful in 

cases where the derived class has only one behavior defined in the 

behaviorscript, and since this behavior is immediately spawned 1n the 

constructor, it need not be spawned separately again unless an additional 

behavior copy needs to execute concurrently with the primary one. 

Similarly a critical actor CACTOR can be designed that runs atomic. This is 

achieved by setting the critical section semaphore (critsema) and spawning the 

actor in the constructor of CACTOR. The critical section semaphore can then be 

unlocked in the CACTOR destructor. 

4.2.2 Class CRTC 

Function: 

This object provides methods that manipulate the 6845 video controller chip 

found on video-adapters. This object is reentrant affecting a common domain: 

CRTC chip. 

Template: 

Data 

crtcdata- Contains the CRTC information obtained from the chip. 

msel - The segment selector value for real mode segment 0 (DOS 

data area). 

crtcinfoptr- Read only pointer to crtcdata. 

Services 

dvideo_page- Switches video pages. 

video data - Refreshes crtcdata by reading chip registers. 

cur_pos - Sets cursor position on screen. 

cur_size- Sets cursor size by modifying start and end scan lines of 

cursor block. 
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Explanation: 

The CRTC object controls the video chip by reading and writing data to the 

6845 video-controller•s registers [Duncan 1988, Norton 1990]. All methods of the 

object are reentrant as parameters are passed on stack. It updates the DOS 

data area so as to reflect the current settings. 

4.2.3 Class DVIDEO 

Function: 

This is a reentrant class is derived from the CRTC class and provides 

direct-video functions to manipulate the screen for the purpose of producing 

user-interfaces. 

Template: 

Data 

vsel - Segment selector for video memory segment B800h (real

mode). 

paste_bufter- default buffer for cutting, pasting and copying 

window areas. 

Services 

video- Prints a given string at a given position on the screen at a 

given page. 

video_page- Switches the current video page using ROM BIOS 

calls. 

clr _att - Clears the color attributes of an window area leaving text 

intact. 

clr_win- Clears the color attributes of an window area and deletes 

the text. 

copy_ win - Copies a specified window area on a given page to a 
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buffer. 

cut_ win - Cuts a specified window after copying it to a buffer. 

paste_ win- Pastes a buffer containing screen data to screen. 

video_blink - Blink control for text output. 

Explanation: 

The DVI DEO object and its global instance .. dvideo.. provide services to 

generate user-interfaces. The object is designed to be re-entrant so that several 

concurrent tasks can be simultaneously print data to screen. The methods 

perform direct screen writes by writing text and color attribute data directly to the 

video-memory at real mode address 8800:0000 [Duncan 1988, Norton 1990]. It 

updates the DOS data so as to reflect the current settings. 

4.2.4 Class MOUSE 

Function: 

This object provides mouse driver interface using the interrupt 33h. The 

mouse reporting and manipulation services are not reentrant as interrupt 33h is 

not reentrant and hence has to be used in conjunction with a semaphore. 

Template: 

Data 

mousedata - Contains the mouse information obtained from the 

driver. 

msinfoptr - Read only pointer to mouse data. 

Services 

init_mouse - Initializes the mouse driver. 

mouse_info- Updates mousedata with information from the driver. 

mouse_pos- Obtains current mouse position. 

hide_mouse- Hides the mouse cursor. 
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show_mouse- Shows the mouse cursor. 

reset_mouse- Resets the mouse driver. 

rate_mouse- Sets the tracking sensitivity of the mouse cursor. 

Explanation: 

The MOUSE object and the global instance .. mouse .. provides access to the 

mouse pointer object if installed. It performs its services by executing interrupt 

33h which is the mouse driver interrupt [Duncan 1988, Norton 1990]. It can be 

used to generate user-interfaces. 

4.2.5 Class MOUE. IMQUE. OMQUE 

Function: 

MOUE provides FIFO mail queues for messaging. IMQUE is derived from 

MOUE and is used to provide input mail queues to ACTOR derived objects. 

OMQUE similarly is derived from MOUE and is used to provide output mail 

queues. 

Template: 

Data 

Queue- It is a finite length MQType array to hold elements placed 

in the queue. 

Front- Marks the front end of the queue. 

Rear- Marks the rear end of the queue. 

Services 

<< - Inserts an element of any allowable type into the queue at the 

rear position. 

>>- Reports and deletes the first element in the queue at front 

position. 
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Explanation: 

The finite length mail queues are FIFO queues. Instances of these queues 

can be bound to ACTOR derived objects using << services. Hence to bind an 

output queue to an actor one would use XDEMOinst << OQinst; where OQinst is 

a instance of OMQUE class. The types of elements that can placed into the 

queue as messages are determined by MQType which is a union of types as 

follows. 

union MQType { 

long Integer; 

double LReal; 

float SReal; 

integer Integer; 

}; 

Operators << and >> are overloaded to provide insertion and deletion 

service for each type. The mail system provides alternatives to using 

Acquaintances as it is more modular. 

4.2.6 Class OBJTABLE 

Function: 

It is an object-manager for all active objects in the system which are derived 

from the ACTOR base class. This object provides concurrency syntax and 

services for concurrent execution of ACTOR derived objects. 

Template: 

Data 

Tag - The tag generated by OBJTABLE or specified for ACTOR 

object task spawned in TSLICER. 

Stack - Size of stack assigned to the spawned ACTOR and task. 
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State - Initial state of the spawned ACTOR i.e. READY _STATE, 

SLEEP _STATE and so on. 

ObjectNumber- Total number of ACTOR objects spawned into 

table. 

SpawnNumber- Total number of behaviors spawned into the 

table. 

TagBehaviorMap - Maintains and resolves the many to one 

mapping between behaviors and actors, using tags. 

OTableSema- Semaphore for concurrency control of the object 

table. 

Services 

start- Starts preemptive context switching. 

npstart- Starts non-preemptive context switching. 

guc- gives up control of execution. 

restart- restarts a given behavior (if active method supplied) or 

behaviorscript (if ACTOR derived object supplied). 

<< - Spawns an ACTOR derived object or active method into the 

object table(OBJTABLE) for concurrent execution with other 

behaviors in execution. 

set_stack_size - Sets the size of stack assigned to an active object. 

set_task_tag - Sets a tag (2 characters) assigned to a behavior. 

get_task_tag - Gets the tag (2 chars) assigned to the last 

behavior spawned. 

Explanation: 

OBJT ABLE accepts ACTOR derived objects and active behavior methods 

spawned into it using the << service. A global instance (the only instance) 

.. otable .. provides access to all services. 
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When the active object instance is supplied, only the behaviorscript() 

method is spawned for concurrent execution. For example XDEMOinst is an 

instance of ACTOR derived object XDEMO. Then its behaviorscript is spawned 

using: otable << XDEMOinst;. However if it contains any "active" methods 

(Method2 above) then they can be spawned using: otable << 

&XDEMO::Method2;. Now Method2 is another behavior that runs concurrently 

with the behaviorscript() method of XDEMO. 

Since the TSLICER object identifies tasks with tags, OBJT ABLE generates 

a tag for each behavior spawned. If a tag is specified using the set_task_tag 
\. 

then it is used. TSLICER needs pointers to functions for tasks to be spawned 

and hence the OBJTABLE uses ACT _behavior_wrapper to spawn the virtual 

behaviorscript() methods. Methods of active type are static hence can be used 

without wrappers. 

The global table ABPtr maintains pointers to all ACTOR derived objects 

spawned into OBJTABLE. This table is used along with the BscriptNumber from 

the ACTOR object by the ACT _behavior_wrapper to execute behaviorscripts. 

The BscriptNumber and BscriptTags are set by friend functions. The 

TagBehaviorMap maintains the mapping between behaviors and their assigned 

tags. This helps resolve the many to one mapping between behaviors and active 

objects using tags to uniquely identify them. Tags can be matched to behaviors 

and vice-versa as used by restart. 

Behaviorscripts can be restarted using otable.restart(XDEMOinst); or if an 

active behavior needs restarting then otable.restart(&XDEMO ::Method2); can be 

used. The replacement behavior service is provided by killing the task (mark task 

as DEAD_STATE) corresponding to the current behavior from which 

become(ACTOR &) is called and spawning the behaviorscript of the ACTOR 

whose reference is passed by using the << service. 
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4.2.7 Class SEMAPHORE 

Function: 

Concurrency control in this system is provided by the SEMAPHORE object. 

It is a binary semaphore that can be locked or unlocked before entering critical 

regions and on exit, respectively. 

Template: 

Data 

State- Denotes the state of the semaphore locked or unlocked. 

Retrys - Holds number of retrys to lock semaphore. 

Services 

lock_start- Locks the semaphore atomically. Waits until locked if 

previously locked. Updates the retry count if already locked. 

fast_lock_start - Locks the semaphore atomically. Does not wait 

but returns previous state of semaphore. Does not update retry 

count. 

lock_end- Unlocks the semaphore. 

Explanation: 

The SEMAPHORE object is used to control concurrency and ensure mutual 

exclusion. It can have two states - Locked and Unlocked. The TSLICER object 

can be locked for critical non-reentrant code by a global semaphore called 

.. critsema... Hence this design uses the centralized approach [Kafura 1989] to 

concurrency. The retry count (Retrys) can be used to measure the retry rate of 

tasks using an instance of the SEMAPHORE object. The semaphore is locked 

and unlocked using atomic and indivisible instruction of the i8086+ processor viz. 

the XCHG instruction. 
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4.2.8 Class TIMER 

Function: 

The TIMER class provides methods to manipulate the 8253 programmable 

interval timer (PIT) chip on the motherboard. The timer chip generates interrupt 

08h at timing intervals that can be programmed [Duncan 1988, Norton 1990]. 

The timer class can set these intervals and compute trip values to keep the DOS 

time updated correctly. 

Template: 

Data 

Period - The time period between consecutive int 08h. 

Can be 1 ,2,5, 10,20 and 55 ms. 

lnt08hTrip1, lnt08hTrip2 - Holds values that determine when to run 

the original int 08h DOS ISR so as to keep system time correct. 

TimeFiag - Boolean denotes if time period change desired. 

Services 

time_base - Programs the 8253 timer counter registers to generate 

interrupts at intervals specfied. 

timer_off- Shuts the 8253 timer chip countdown so as not to 

generate interrupts. 

timer_on- Sets 8253 countdown on so as to generate interrupts. 

Explanation: 

The 8253 PIT is a chip whose registers can be set to generate interrupts at 

precise intervals. The interrupt generated is 08h and its ISR (interrupt service 

routine) is executed. The TSLICER object replaces the original DOS ISR with its 

own so that its ISR can timeslice tasks at precise timing intervals. The methods 

timer_off and timer_on provide control over start and stop of interrupt generation. 
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The data items lnt08hTrip1 and lnst08hTrip2 are set to values for each new 

period programmed into the 8253 using the service time_base. This enables the 

new ISR to determine the total number of interrupts that need to occur before 

executing the original DOS ISR which expects interrupts at intervals of 55 ms. 

TimeFiag denotes that a time_base change is required using the value in Period. 

4.2.9 Class TSLICER 

Function: 

The TSLICER class is derived from the TIMER class and provides a 

mechanism for executing tasks supplied by OBJTABLE in a timesliced manner. It 

also contains methods to control execution of the tasks. 

Template: 

Data 

TaskTable- Contains tasks state variables, pointers to context 

data and tags. 

AbortFiag - Set to force abort of all tasks. 

RateCount - Number of context switches so as to determine 

blocking rate. 

Rate - Retrys per hundered context switches. 

CurT ask - TaskTable index of currently executing task. 

LastTask- TaskTable index of last task spawned into it. 

ErrorMask- Denotes errors occurring in the system. 

PassCount1, PassCount2 - Holds number of PIT interrupts 08h. 

*NextTaskStackPtr - The pointer to stack area denoted for next 

task spawned. 

Tics - 32 bits to accumulate timer tic counts for elapsed time 

purposes. 
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Softlnt - Boolean denoting non-preemptive interrupt or timer 

interrupt. 

ISRSema - Semaphore for concurrency control of ISRs. 

Oldlnt09hVect, OldTimerVect, OldSoftlntVect- Points to original 

keyboard (09h), DOS timer (08h) and general software (7Dh) 

interrupt service routines. 

Services 

spawn - Spawns tasks by accepting a pointer to function, its tag, 

stack size to be assigned and initial state (READY, SLEEP etc.). 

start- Starts preemptive context switching of all tasks spawned into 

TaskTable. 

npstart - Starts non-preemptive context switching of all tasks 

spawned into TaskTable. 

restart- Restarts a task in the TaskTable from the beginning and 

discarding its old state. 

guc - Gives up control of execution to another task. 

s_task- Sets a task identified by its tag to sleep (SLEEP _STATE). 

w_task- Sets (awakens) a sleeping task to READY _STATE. 

status_msg- Dumps TaskTable and other TSLICER data to 

screen. 

set_error_mask- Sets the errors that are recognized (1) or masked 

out (0). 

set_time_period- Sets the timeslice period assigned to each task. 

Timeslice is determined by Period of TIMER and can be 

1 ,2,5, 10,20 and 55 ms. 
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Explanation: 

The TSLICER object class accepts pointers to functions and spawns them 

as concurrent tasks. It does this be dividing the stack assigned to the main() 

function when its constructor is called as shown in Figure 3.4. 

The stack area thus divided is pointed to by NextTaskStackPointer. For 

each function spawned it accepts a two character Tag by which it will be 

identified in the TaskTable, the size of stack required for the function (task), its 

initial (execution) state viz. READY _STATE, SLEEP _STATE and so on. The 

spawn function then uses the NextTaskStackPtr to assign a stack, of size 

supplied, to the function. This stack is first prepared with context data (all CPU 

registers and flags) so that when the ss:sp register pair of the i8086+ processor 

is switched to this new task and a .. iret .. instruction issued, the function starts 

executing. Moreover the address of end_self() is passed on stack so that if the 

function returns, the end_self routine is executed and not any other main() or 

higher level calling routine. The end_self method marks the task dead 

(DEAD_STATE) and relinquishes control (guc()) to another task in 

READY _STATE. 

In this manner pointers to functions provide the means of identifying regions 

of code to be executed concurrently as tasks. For each task the TaskTable 

contains the task's tag, base (initial pointer) of the stack assigned to the task, the 

current position of stack when the task was preempted and its state. A task can 

be restarted using restart services along with the pointer to function. Tags can be 

used to put a task to sleep or to set it into the ready state. 

When the service start is used TSLICER chains its ISRs to the timer (08h) 

and software interrupt (7Dh) hence this chaining to timer interrupt enables 

TSLICER to perform preemptive multitasking. The timer interrupt ISR selects the 

next READY _STATE task in the task table and schedules it for execution. In this 
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manner every time a timer interrupt arrives another task is executed giving rise to 

timeslicing of all tasks in the TaskTable. The ISR also determines when the 

original DOS timer interrupt should be executed in order to maintain DOS time 

accurate. When the service npstart is used TSLICER chains only the software 

interrupt (7Dh) hence only non-preemtive multitasking can be acheived using 

give-up-contol service (guc) since the timer intrruupts are no longer trapped. 

Errors in the system are reported using a ready only pointer *ErrorPtr. 
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CHAPTERV 

TESTING 

This chapter describes the testing of the class library. Two main types of 

testing were performed: 

1. Testing for correctness and accuracy. The purpose of this testing was to 

ensure that the library is functionally doing what it was supposed to do, and that 

the results it produces were satisfactory (correct and accurate). 

2. Testing for product quality. This part was carried out to meet one of the 

objectives of this research, namely: Compare object-oriented concurrent real

time systems to the procedure-oriented concurrent real-time systems. 

In the light of the above points four test programs were used. The following 

is a brief description of the programs and results obtained from them. A listings 

of these programs can be found in the Appendix. 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup used an IBM 486SX 33 MHz machine with 8MB 

RAM, 150MB hard drive was used. The operating system was DOS version 6.0. 

The compiler used to compile the applications was Borland C++ version 3.1 from 

Borland, Inc. and Visual C++ version 1.0 from Microsoft, Inc. The DOS Extender 

used to produce protected mode code was 2861DOS Extender Lite (TM) Version 

2.5 by Phar Lap Software, Inc. The software was provided for the Borland C++ 

version 3.1 as a research copy and had limitations on the size of programs that 

could be assembled with it. The commercial version does not have any such 

restrictions. Compiling instructions can be found in their respective user

manuals. 
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5.2 Correctness and Accuracy Testing 

5.2.1 Active Objects 

The program FACT.CPP was used to compute the factorial of a number 

concurrently. The algorithm used by the program is based on a divide and 

conquer strategy [Yonezawa 1987]. The algorithm for evaluating the factorial of n 

is by recursively subdividing the problem of computing the range product from 1 

to n. The FACTORIAL actor behaviorscript accepts a number, whose factorial is 

to be found, from its input queue (*thisiq). Then it supplies a range 1, given 

number to an instance (RootRange) of RANGEPRODUCT by binding an input 

and output mail queue and placing the range in its input queue. 

RANGEPRODUCT is an ACTOR derived active object and performs the divide 

and conquer in its behaviorscript and returns the result in its output queue. The 

final result is placed in the RootRange output queue which is sent by Factorial to 

the main() function where it is printed to screen. 

5.2.2 ACT Class library 

The program XDEMO.CPP was used to demonstrate functionality of all 

objects provided in the class library along with its ability to maintain object

oriented programming style in applications that invoke it. It has an elaborate 

user-interface that uses direct-video and mouse objects. The various active 

objects in the system and their behaviors are as follows. 

XDEMOMEM: This actor displays conventional and extended memory available, 

as reported by system. 

XDEMOCRTC : Reports the CRT chip data available in the crtcdata structure of 

"dvideo." 
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XDEMOTIMER : Reports timeslice period and elapsed timer tics. On the debug 

page (video page 7) it reports system blocking factor of .. critsema .. semaphore 

and system errors. 

XDEMO : This generates the user-interface and is a driver for other active 

objects. 

5.3 Product Quality Testing 

5.3.1 Reference System 

The time-slicer(TSLICER) multitasking system [Marcy 1993], developed by 

Marcy, was selected to be the reference for this research. The reason for 

selecting this program was as follows. 

The system was developed as a class library for C programs. It was a real

time multitasking system. The code for this system is available on permission for 

research. The TSLICER, CRTC and MOUSE objects of this system use a similar 

design approach. The C++ language is a super set of the C language. Another 

reference system used for ACTOR objects was ACT++ [Kafura 1988]. 

5.3.2 ACT Benchmarking 

TIMEX.CPP and TIMEX32.CPP are two applications developed to 

benchmark real-time abilities of the class library. Active objects in the system are 

the same as used in XDEMO.CPP with the addition of the TIMEX class. The 

TIMEX class runs a CPU intensive job for various timeslice periods provided by 

the system and reports the elapsed time. The elapsed time values and blocking 

factors were quality metrics used. TIMEX32.CPP is a downsized protected mode 

application that provides an additional quality metric: extended memory 

accessibility. Extended memory is accessed by allocating large chunks of 
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memory so as to exceed 1MB (real-mode maximum) and then verifying its 

allocation by writing information to every byte allocated. 

5.4 Analysis of Results 

5.4.1 Correctness and Accuracy Testing 

All test programs used object-oriented programming and the class library 

imposed no restrictions on the same. The concurrent factorial 

program(FACT.CPP) was compiled and run on both compilers. As the number of 

tasks that can be handled by TSLICER is set at twenty, only 9 factorial could be 

calculated using this program. This is because one task is the main() function, 

the other is for FACTORIAL and since RANGEPRODUCT creates two tasks per 

range hence 9*2 = 18, giving a total of twenty tasks. The program was compiled 

in real mode using the i86, i286, i386 instruction sets. All provided accurate 

factorial results. The protected mode version FACT32 was generated from 

FACT32.MAK and used the same program FACT.CPP. Hence, the same 

program could be run in both modes using the real mode or protected library 

without any change in program structure. It should however be noted that the 

application program should follow rules of protected mode memory access (no 

direct segment access without segment selectors). 

The aim of this program was to test the functionality and accuracy of active 

objects in the class library, the syntax and primitives for spawning ACTORs, 

binding mail queues, services associated with them in modeling the original actor 

based factorial program. Portability across compiler platforms was also tested by 

compiling with both compilers. 

The XDEMO.CPP program demonstrates general usage of the class library. 

It demonstrates acquaintances of the actor model for program control, active 

behavior declaration and data accessing, restarting behaviors, reentrant objects 
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like DVIDEO and actor concurrency control involving semaphore locking (for 

non-reentrant methods). The program was successfully compiled and run using 

the Borland C++ compiler as a real-mode application. The reentrant objects like 

SEMAPHORE, DVIDEO and CRTC functioned as required. On the other hand 

non-reentrant objects like MOUSE functioned correctly with the use of 

SEMAPHORE instances. From this it could be concluded that the class library 

provides the functions of the actor model such as creation of actors and their 

behaviors, sending messages to them, providing for the .. become .. primitive 

through the use of multiple behaviors, concurrency primitives and functional 

user-interface objects. 

5.4.2 Software Quality 

XDEMO.C and TIMEX.C were two C language reference applications of the 

original TSLICER class library that were ported to the new C++ language class 

library. Reusability of code was a quality metric obtained. XDEMO.CPP used 478 

lines of the original 540 lines of XDEMO.C giving 88.51°/o code reuse. 

TIMEX.CPP 516 of the original 640 lines of TIMEX.C giving 80.62°/o code reuse. 

It can be concluded that a high degree of code reusability and portability exists 

for the new system. 

The blocking factor of a semaphore is the number of retries performed to 

lock a critical section semaphore ( .. critsema .. ) per hundred context switches by 

TSLICER. It is an indication of blocking of tasks in trying to run their critical 

sections and hence the degree of concurrency achieved by the system. The 

blocking factor for .. critsema .. was observed to be 2°/o which was the same as 

observed in XDEMO.C. The blocking factor observed for TIMEX.C and 

TIMEX.CPP for various periods were found to be the same. The blocking factor 

however increases with decrease in time-slice period hence they are inversely 
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proportional. Hence it can be concluded that the same degree of concurrency 

exists in both systems. 

Typical data of task elapsed time obtained from TIMEX.C (reference 

program) TIMEX.CPP (real mode) and TIMEX32.CPP (protected mode) for all 

tasks running are provided in Table 5.1 below. 

Table 5.1: Both tasks A (Instance 1) and 8 (Instance 2) running 

Period TIMEX.C TIMEX.CPP TIMEX32.CPP 

Task A TaskS Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 1 Instance 2 

1 ms 1676.0 ms 1354.0 ms 4506.0 ms 3030.0 ms 1802.0 ms 1782.0 ms 

2 ms 1422.0 ms 1340.0 ms 3750.0 ms 2644.0 ms 1720.0 ms 1704.0 ms 

5 ms 1310.0 ms 1320.0 ms 3130.0 ms 2610.0 ms 1660.0 ms 1650.0 ms 

10 ms 1260.0 ms 1280.0 ms 2990.0 ms 2600.0 ms 1640.0 ms 1620.0 ms 

20 ms 1240.0 ms 1280.0 ms 2920.0 ms 2560.0 ms 1620.0 ms 1600.0 ms 

55 ms 1210.0 ms 1210.0 ms 2856.1 ms 2526.6 ms 1537.9 ms 1428.0 ms 

The corresponding graph for the above table using elapsed time of Task A 

and Instance 1 of the three applications verses time period is shown in Figure 

5.1 below. 

When only one task (.C) or ACTOR instance (.CPP) is executed the typical 

timing values obtained are shown in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Graph of elapsed time versus time period 

Table 5.2: Only one task (A or B) running 

Period TIMEX.C TIMEX.CPP TIMEX32.CPP 

Task A Task B Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 1 Instance 2 

1 ms 1000.0 ms 1101.0 ms 3172.0 ms 2619.0 ms 1206.0 ms 1206.0 ms 

2 ms 754.0 ms 826.0 ms 2430.0 ms 2008.0 ms 1144.0 ms 1148.0 ms 

5 ms 660.0 ms 725.0 ms 1825.0 ms 1570.0 ms 1110.0 ms 1110.0 ms 

10 ms 630.0 ms 690.0 ms 1690.0 ms 1390.0 ms 1100.0 ms 1100.0 ms 

20 ms 620.0 ms 680.0 ms 1620.0 ms 1340.0 ms 1080.0 ms 1080.0 ms 

55 ms 604.2 ms 659.1 ms 1592.0 ms 1318.2 ms 988.7 ms 933.8 ms 

The maximum memory allocated by the protected mode TIMEX32.CPP 

application was 1966080 Bytes = 1920 KBytes. Hence the following can be 

concluded: 

1 . The real mode C++ class library is slower than the real mode C class 

library. The protected mode C++ class library is faster that the C++ real mode 
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class library and only slightly slower than the real-mode C class library. This loss 

in speed is due to the indirect memory referencing scheme of classes in the 

executables. Since indirect referencing causes a minimum reduction of speed by 

half, it confirms the above findings. 

2. Even though there is a loss in speed. The C++ version timings indicate 

that it takes a worst case of 4506.0 ms (elapsed time) to complete 1000000 

loops hence giving us a average latency time of 4.506 JlS which can be 

considered as a real-time response. 

3. The protected mode class library indeed breaks the DOS 640KB barrier 

as it could access and modify 1920 KB of memory. Using the professional DOS 

Extender version, the program can access larger amounts of memory. 

Studying inheritance anomaly of this system is a separate research topic in 

its own right. But the following be observed in the light of the literature [Kafura 

1989] examples. The class extended_empty_buffer can be derived from 

empty _buffer. Similarly extended_full_buffer and extended_partial_buffer can be 

derived from full_buffer and partial_buffer. This is possible since the 

behaviorscript (corresponding to get()) in full_buffer is virtual and hence in the 

base class implementation, of behaviorscript, the reference to empty_buffer in 

operator become(empty_buffer) will work in extended_empty_buffer as its is a 

derived class of empty _buffer and only adds get_rear() method to the derived 

class leaving the base class behaviorscript alone. Similarly 

extended_partial_buffer can be derived from partial_buffer if we assume that two 

virtual behaviorscripts (corresponding to get() and put() were possible). Hence 

the virtual behaviorscripts act as behavior abstractions suggested in the original 

literature. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FUTURE WORK 

This chapter is a brief summary of suggested additional work and 

extensions that can be done in the area of concurrent real-time systems using 

C++ object-oriented techniques and the ACT class library. 

6.1 Extensions to ACT 

The various chapters of this report demonstrated and mentioned some 

ideas for improving and extending ACT. These are briefly covered in the 

following paragraphs. 

6.1 . 1 Extending the Class Library 

The implementation currently does not support the last feature of the 

original actor primitives, the become operator. Although the functionality is 

available in the current system, the operator will be an additional programming 

advantage. Actor-based concurrent object-oriented languages are current topics 

of research and will result in many modifications to the original model. The class 

library will require update for its objects, methods and syntax primitives. 

The class library can also be optimized to obtain more speed for faster 

applications to be developed. The current system assumes that deadlocks 

cannot occur. Future versions of the class library can contain deadlock detection 

and prevention algorithms. 

6.1 .2 Distributed ACT 

A distributed real-time system has a different set of considerations 

altogether. The current design supports many of the principles of the distributed 
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processing approach. Moreover the class library provides scope tor extending 

networking services using networking objects. A combination of networked 

ACTOR objects, networked OBJTABLE and MOUE should provide distributive 

computing property to the system. 

6.2 Extensions to Real-time Systems 

The combination of real-time systems and object-oriented systems is a 

functional and beneficial one, as demonstrated by this study. Real-time systems 

development cover all classical phases namely: specification, analysis, design, 

simulation, implementation, testing and maintenance. All these phases are 

strongly supported using procedure-oriented approaches. This study alluded to 

the simulation and implementation stage. Therefore it is reasonable to expect the 

benefits of object-oriented approach can be effectively utilized in all other phases 

of the development cycle. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY 

Object-oriented software development is considered by many experts to be 

a new generation of software development. In the coming years it will gradually 

replace the current procedure-oriented paradigm. The application of object

oriented techniques to real-time languages and systems is a relatively new topic 

of research and hence contains several evolving ideas and approaches. 

This work was an attempt to measure the quality of object-oriented 

development, compared to procedure-oriented development, as applied to a 

specific engineering area: C++ real-time systems. The research described how 

concurrency abstraction of the actor model could be incorporated into C++ as a 

class library. Results of the tests indicated that quality factors in programming 

applications, using this library, were higher than those for procedure-oriented 

systems. This increase was however, at the cost of speed reduction by half. This 

is in accordance with the general observation that procedure-oriented systems 

have faster execution time than object-oriented systems. This difference in 

speed can however be made up by employing faster newer processor 

architectures as demonstrated by the protected mode class library. 

The other problem investigated was that of accessing memory beyond the 

DOS 640KB barrier. It was found that using DOS Extenders and using simple 

(mostly mechanical) design rules for memory access, memory beyond the 

640KB barrier can indeed be accessed and manipulated. This emphasizes the 

need for an automated tool that performs such a conversion. 

Although the problem investigated by this research was specific to real-time 

systems using the C++ language, many of the results obtained in this research 

reflect in general to similar systems. Thus the conclusion that object-oriented 
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real-time systems are superior to procedure-oriented real-time systems, is just 

one more area where object-oriented techniques are demonstrated to be 

superior over procedure-oriented techniques. 
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APPENDIX 

TESTING -- CODE LISTING 

The following pages contain code listings of the test programs. The listing is 

ordered alphabetically by file name. 
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FACT.CPP 

I* Filename 
Version 
Author 
Modified By 
Module 
Date : 

FACT.CPP 
1.00 
Anil Rao 

None 
Sth-May-1994 

Compat 

Compile 
Notes 

Novell NetWare 3.1 + 
DOS 3.x+, DOS Extender 
BC 3.1+, MSC 7.0+ 
Concurrent Factorial Demostration 

Submitted to 
Submitted by 
Student ID# 

Algo in Yonezawa- Concurrent Object-Oriented Prog. 
Dr. W. Marcy 

*I 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include "dvideo_c.h" 
#include "act.h" 

Anil Rao 
645-32-6864 

I* class to compute range product *I 
class RANGEPRODUCT : public ACTOR { 
void behaviorscript(void); 

}; 

void RANGEPRODUCT::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 
register long Low,High,Mid,SubProd1 ,SubProd2; 

*thisiq>>LOW>>High; I* get the range *I 
if ( Low >= High ) I* if range too small return *I 

*thisoq<<Low; 
else 
{ 

Mid=(Low+High) >> 1; I* Mid= (Low+ High)l2; *I 
OMQUE RetLQ,RetHQ; 
IMQUE LowQ,HighQ; 
RANGEPRODUCT RPLow,RPHigh; 

LowQ <<Low<< Mid;/* place lower range tnto queue *I 
HighQ << Mid+ 1 << High; I* place upper range in queue *I 

RPLow << RetLQ << LowQ; /*lower range product instance *I 
RPHigh << RetHQ << HighQ; I* higher range product instance *I 

otable << RPLow; I* spawn them to execute concurrently *I 
otable << RPHigh; 

RetLO >> SubProd1; I* get the result range products *I 
RetHO >> SubProd2; 
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} 

*thisoq << SubProd1*SubProd2; /*return the result product of both ranges*/ 
} 

I* concurrect factorial class *I 
class FACT : public ACTOR { 
private: 
void behaviorscript(void); 
} Factlnst; 

void FACT::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 
RANGEPRODUCT RootRange; /*the first range product*/ 
IMOUE RootiO; 
OMOUE RootOO; 
long Factorial; 

*thisiq>>Factorial; /*get the number whose factorial is required*/ 
RootiO << 1l << Factorial; /* pass the whole range to range product *I 
RootRange << RootOO << RootiO; /*bind the mail queues*/ 
otable << RootRange; /*spawn the first range product*/ 
RootOO >>Factorial;/* get result from first range product*/ 
*thisoq << Factorial;/* send the result to the outside world*/ 

} 

void main() 
{ 
IMOUE FlO; 
OMOUE FOO; 
FACT Factlnst; 
long Num; 

dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24,79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.dvideo_page(7); 

cout << "Input Number ( < 10 ) : "; 
cin >> Num; 

Factlnst << FlO << FOO; 
FlO<< Num; 
otable << Factlnst; I* spawn the concurrent factorial class*/ 
otable.npstart(); /*can also be start if preemptive required *I 

FOO >> Num; I* get the resuh and show*/ 
cout << "\nFactorial Result: " << Num; 

getch(); 
} 
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TIMEX.CPP 

I* Filename 
Version 
Author 
Modified By 
Module 
Date : 
Compat 

TIMEX.CPP 
1.00 
Anil Rao 

None 
6th-May-1994 

Novell NetWare 3.1 + 
DOS 3.x+, DOS Extender 
BC 3.1+, MSC 7.0+ Compile 

Notes Timing Experiments for Benchmarking 

*I 

Submitted to 
Submitted by 
Student 10# 

Dr. W. Marcy 
Anil Rao 
645-32-6864 

r•************************** DE Fl N ES ***************************************I 

#define SET 1 
#define UNSET 0 

r*************************** INCLUDE FILES '*********************************/ 

#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <String.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <float.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include "dvideo_c.h" 
#include "mouse_c.h" 
#include "act.h" 

r Aquaintance for X DEMO and other concurrent actors *I 
int end_program; 
int page; 

r color backgroud array object Aquaintance • I 
int color_bkgO = 
{ 

}; 

CYAN_BKG, 
GREEN_BKG, 
WHITE_BKG, 
RED_BKG, 
MAGENTA_BKG, 
BROWN_BKG, 
BLACK_BKG, 
WHITE_BKG 
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class XDEMOMEM: public ACTOR { 
private: 
char buffer_c[85]; 
void behaviorscript(); 
} XMemlnst; 

!******************************* UPDATE MEMORY DATA ************************I 
void XDEMOMEM::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 

dvideo.clr _ win(7 ,32,8,60, LIGHT +WH ITE+BLACK_BKG,page ); 

sprintf(buffer_c,"Conventional Memory: %6d",memmgr.memsize(CONV)); 

dvideo.video(buffer_c,6,31 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_c,"Extended Memory : %6d",memmgr.memsize(EXT)); 

dvideo.video(buffer_c,7,31 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

} 

class XDEMOCRTC: public ACTOR { 
private: 
char buffer_d[85]; 
void behaviorscript(void); 
} XCRTCinst; 

/******************************UPDATE CRTC DATA DISPLAY********************/ 
void XDEMOCRTC::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 

dvideo.clr_win(14,6,21 ,34,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page ); 
dvideo.clr_att(13,5,20,32,LIGHT +GREEN+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

dvideo.video(" CRTC Data ", 12,7,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," CRTC Port Address :%6x ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->addr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 13,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor Start Line :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->cur_start); 
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dvideo.video(buffer_d, 14,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor End Line :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->cur_end); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 15,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor Row Location:%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->row); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 16,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor Col Location:%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->col); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 17,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Video Buffer Start :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->start_addr); 

dvideo. video(buffer _ d, 18,5, LIGHT +WH ITE+color _bkg[page ],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Current Video Mode :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->video_mode); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 19,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Current Video Page :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->video_page); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d,20,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 

} 

class XDEMOTIMER: public ACTOR { 
private: 
int count; 
time_t t; 
char buffer_f[85]; 
char buffer_g[85]; 
int end_program; 
public: 
void resettimer() { count=O; end_program=O; }; 
void stoptimer() { end_program =1; }; 
void behaviorscript(); 
} XTimerlnst; 

r"'*'*'**********'***'*'***'*'*'******** TIC COUNTER DISPLAY ******'*****'*********'*'***I 

void XDEMOTIMER::behaviorscript() 

{ 

count= 0; 
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while (end_program == 0) 
{ 

count++; 

critsema.lock_start(); 

t = time(NULL); 

sprintf(buffer_f," Tics: %81d ",*tslicer.TicsPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_f, 1 ,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_f," Time Slice: %4d ms ",*tslicer.PeriodPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_f,2,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_f," %s ",ctime(&t)); 
buffer_f[25]=0x20; I* no new line chars please*/ 
dvideo.video(buffer_f,3,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

sprintf(buffer_g,"Biocking Rate:%3d%% Error:%2x ISR Over Runs: %2d", 
*tslicer.RatePtr, *tslicer.ErrorPtr, *tslicer.OverRuniSRPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_g, 12,0,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

otable.guc(); I* keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks*/ 

} I* end of while loop */ 
} 

class TIMEX: public ACTOR { 
private: 
int time_slice[6); 
int time_set; 
float time_factor; 
char buffer_h(85]; 
long int i,elapsed_time; 
long t11 ,t12; 
int end_program; 
int offset; 
public: 
TIMEX(); 
void stoptimex(void) { end_program=1; }; 
void nexttimexprd(void); 
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void behaviorscript(void); 
} XTimexlnst1 ,XTimexlnst2; 

TIMEX::TIMEX() 
{ 

static int behaviorinst=O; 

offset=(behaviorinst++ << 1 ); 
int ttime_sliceO= 
{ 

}; 

1' 
2, 
5, 
10, 
20, 
55 

time_set=4; 
time_factor=20.0; 
_fmemcpy(time_slice, ttime_slice,sizeof(time_slice) ); 

} 

void TIMEX::nexttimexprd(void) 
{ 

if (++time_set > 5) time_set=O; 

if ((time_factor = (float) time_slice[time_set]) > 20) time_factor=54.925; 
tslicer.set_time_period(time_slice[time_set]); 

} 

void TIMEX::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

dvideo. video(" ",22+offset, 
O,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

t11 = *tslicer.TicsPtr; 

dvideo. video("Timing started ",21 +Offset, 
O,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

for ( i = 0; i <= 1 000000; i++) 
/* cpu bound task *I 
if(end_program != 0) return; 

t12=*tslicer. TicsPtr; 

dvideo. video("Timing stopped ",21 +offset, 
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O,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

elapsed_ time = t12 - t11; 

critsema.lock_start(); 

sprintf(buffer_h,"lnstance %3d, Elapsed Time:%6.2f ms",offset >> 1, 
((float) elapsed_time * time_factor)); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

dvideo.video(buffer_h,22+offset,O,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

} 

class XDEMO : public ACTOR { 
private: 
static char strbuffer[85]; 
void menu(void); 
void menu_7(void); 

public: 
X DEMO(); 
void init_system(void); 
static int old_page; 

void behaviorscript(void); 
void cycle_pageup(void); 
void cycle_pagedn(void); 
active void update_mouse(); 

} XDemolnst; 

int XDEMO::old_page=-1; 
char XDEMO::strbuffer[85]=""; 

/* constructor *I 
XDEMO::XDEMO(void) 
{ 

} 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
in it_ system(); 

r****************************** INITIALIZE SYSTEM *************************/ 

void XDEMO::init_system(void) 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

for(page = 0; page <=6; page++) 
{ 

dvideo. dvideo _page(page ); 
dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24, 79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLUE_BKG,page ); 
menu(); 

} 
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} 

menu_7(); 

dvideo.cur _pos(O,O,O); 
dvideo.cur_size(11, 14); 
page= 0; 
dvideo.dvideo_page(page ); 

if (mouse. msinfoptr->support == -1) 
{ 

} 

mouse. reset_ mouse(); 
I* INST _HAND(); */ 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
mouse.mouse_info(); 
mouse.enable_mouse(); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 

old_page = -1; 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
end_program = 0; 

} 

/'************************'********* DISPLAY MENU *****************************/ 

void XDEMO::menu(void) 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24,79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLUE_BKG,page); 
dvideo.clr_win(1 ,2, 13,26,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 
if(mouse.msinfoptr->support == -1) 

dvideo.video(" Number I Mouse ",0,1,LIGHT +BROWN+color_bkg[page], 
page); 

else 
dvideo. video(" Number I No Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+color_bkg[page], 

page); 

dvideo.video("1 - Restart Mouse Data ", 1,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg(page],page); 
dvideo.video("2- Restart Memory Data ",2,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("3- Restart CRTC Data ",3, 1,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("4- Video Page Up ",4, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("S- Video Page Down ",5, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("6- Re-lnitialize System",6, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("7- T _Slicer Debug Data ", 7,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo. video("8 - Exit to Dos ",8, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("A- Run Time A ",9, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page),page); 
dvideo.video("B- Run Time 8 ",10,1,LIGHT+WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("C- Run Both A & 8 ", 11, 1,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("T- Cycle Time Slice ", 12,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

/****************************** fl~ClE: 7 ~E:~LJ ********************************/ 

void XDEMO::menu_7(void) 
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{ 

} 

dvideo.dvideo_page(7); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24, 79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG, 7); 

I* get it from the time slicer object *I 
tslicer.status_msg(); 

if(mouse.msinfoptr->support == -1) 
dvideo.video(" Number I Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+BLACK_BKG,7); 

else 
dvideo. video(" Number I No Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+BLACK_BKG, 7); 

dvideo.video("1 -Restart Mouse Data", 1,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("2- Restart Memory Data ",2, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("3- Restart CRTC Data ",3, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("4- Video Page Up ",4,1,LIGHT+WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("5- Video Page Down ",5, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo. video("6 - Re-lnitialize System" ,6, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG, 7); 
dvideo.video("7- T _Slicer Debug Data ",7, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("8- Exit to Dos ",8, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("A- Run Time A ",9, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+8LACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("B- Run Time 8 ", 10,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("C- Run Both A & 8 ", 11,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("T- Cycle Time Slice ",12,1,LIGHT+WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 

/****************************** [)~1\IE:~ **************************************/ 

void XDEMO: :behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

int keyhit=O; 
char c; 

c = '0'; 

while (end_program == 0) 
{ 

critsema.lock_ start(); 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
if (kbhit()) { c = getch(); keyhit = 1 ;} 
else keyhit = 0; 
critsema.lock_end(); 

if(mouse.msinfoptr->button == 1 II keyhit == 1) 

{ 
int msrow,mscol; 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 
msrow=mouse.msinfoptr->row; 
mscol=mouse.msinfoptr->col; 
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I* set event *I 
otable.set_task_params(DEFST ATE, DEFFARPOINTER,2); 
if(((msrow == 1) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '1')) 
{ otable.restart( &XDEMO::update_mouse);} 

if(((msrow == 2) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '2')) 
{ otable.restart(XMemlnst); } 

if(((msrow == 3) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '3')) 
{ otable.restart(XCRTCinst);} 

if(((msrow == 9) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c =='A') II c =='a') 
{ otable.restart(XTimexlnst1 ); } 

if(((msrow == 10) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == 'B') 11 c == 'b') 
{ otable.restart(XTimexlnst2); } 

if(((msrow == 11) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == 'C') II c == 'c') 
{ otable.restart(XTimexlnst1 ); otable.restart(XTimexlnst2); } 

/* default to old values*/ 
otable.set_task_params(); 

if(((msrow == 4) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '4')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); cycle_pageup(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 5) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '5')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); cycle_pagedn(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 12) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == 'T') II c == 't') 
{ critsema.lock_start(); XTimexlnst1.nexttimexprd(); 

XTimexlnst2.nexttimexprd(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 6) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '6')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); init_system(); XTimerlnst.resettimer(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 7) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '7')) 
{ dvideo.dvideo_page(7);} 

if(((msrow == 8) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '8')) 
{ 

XTimerl nst.stoptimer(); 
XTimexlnst1.stoptimex(); 
XTimexlnst2.stoptimex(); 
end_program = 1 ; 
dvideo.video("Terminating Tasks.",8,5,BLINK_IT +LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,-1 ); 

} 

c = '0'; 

while (mouse.msinfoptr->button == 1) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); mouse.mouse_pos(); critsema.lock_end(); otable.guc(); } 
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dvideo.cur _pos(mouse .msinfoptr->row,mouse. msinfoptr->col,page ); 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 
} r end of if • 1 

otable.guc(); /*keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks *I 

}/*end of while loop*/ 
} 

/******************************* fJ~C2E: LJF' ************************************/ 

void XDEMO::cycle_pageup() 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

if(++page > 6) page= 0; 

tslicer.set_dot_start(page); 

dvideo.dvideo_page(page); 

sprintf(strbuffer," Page Changed "); 

dvideo.video(strbuffer,24,30,LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,page); 

dvideo.clr_win(4,56,4,70,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 

sprintf(strbuffer,"Viewing page %d",page); 

dvideo.video(strbuffer,3,55,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 

} 

/******************************** fl~ClE: [)()~~ *********************************/ 

void XDEMO::cycle_pagedn(void) 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

if( --page < 0) page = 6; 

tslicer.set_dot_start(page); 

dvideo.dvideo_page(page ); 

sprintf(strbuffer," Page Changed"); 
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dvideo.video(strbuffer,24,30,LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,page); 

dvideo.clr_win(4,56,4, 70,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 

sprintf(strbuffer,"Viewing page %d",page); 

dvideo.video(strbuffer,3,55,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
} 

r**************************** UPDATE MOUSE DATA DISPLAY ********************I 
void XDEMO: :update_mouse() 
{ 

char buffer _b[85]; 
float version; 

old_page = -1 ; 

while(end_program == 0) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 

if( old_page != page) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
dvideo.clr_win(11 ,41 ,21 ,72,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 
dvideo.clr_win(10,40,20,70,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
old_page = page; 
critsema.lock_end(); 

} 

critsema.lock_start(); 
sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Data"); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 10,50,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Row :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->row); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 11 ,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page),page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Col :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->col); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b,12,42,LIGHT+WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Button :%2d" ,mouse. msinfoptr->button); 
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dvideo. video(buffer_b,13,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color _bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

version = mouse.msinfoptr->maj + (0.01 * mouse.msinfoptr->min); 

sprintf(buffer_b,"Driver Version:%4.2f",version); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b,14,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Type :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->ms_type); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 15,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer _b, "Interrupt :%2d". mouse. msinfoptr->int_num); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 16,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Number Buttons:%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->num_but); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 17,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer _b." Support :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->support); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 18,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

otable.guc(); /*keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks *I 

} /* end of while loop *I 

} 

r*************************** Main Program ********************************I 

void main() 
{ 

} 

otable << XDemolnst << &XDEMO::update_mouse; 
otable.set_task_params(DEAD _STATE); 
otable << XMemlnst << XCRTCinst; 
otable.set_task_params(); 
otable << XTimerlnst << XTimexlnst1 << XTimexlnst2; 

otable.start(); 
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I* Filename 
Version 
Author 
Modified By 
Module 
Date : 

TIMEX32.CPP 
1.00 
Anil Rao 

None 
6th-May-1994 

TIMEX32.CPP 

Compat 

Compile 
Notes 

Novell NetWare 3.1 + 
DOS 3.x+, DOS Extender 
BC 3.1+, MSC 7.0+ 
Timing Experiments for Benchmarking in Protected Mode 

*I 

Submitted to 
Submitted by 
Student ID# 

Dr. W. Marcy 
Anil Rao 
645-32-6864 

r****************'*********** INCLUDE FILES **'*******************************I 

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include "dvideo_c.h" 
#include "act.h" 

#define TIME_PERIOD 20 
#if TIME_PERIOD > 20 

#define TIME_FACTOR 54.925 
#else 

#define TIME_FACTOR TIME_PERIOD 
#endif 

/* acquaintance *I 
int end_program=O; 

class TIMEX: public ACTOR { 
private: 
long t11 ,t12; 
public: 
void behaviorscript(void); 
}; 

void Tl M EX: :behaviorscript(void) 

{ 

t11 = *tslicer. TicsPtr; 

for (long i = 0; i <= 1 000000; i++) 
/* cpu bound task *I 
if(end_program I= 0) return; 

t12=*tslicer.TicsPtr; 
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*thisoq << (t12 - t11 ); 

} 

I* class for testing extended memory access *I 
class EXTMEM: public ACTOR { 
private: 
void behaviorscript(void); 
}; 

void EXTMEM::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 
#ifdef DOSX286 
unsigned long bytes = 0; 
unsigned long allocs = 0; 
unsigned blk_size = 1 0240; 
char *p; 

cout << "\n"; 
for(;;) 
{ 

I* allocate memory *I 
l* can also use malloc and other C routines to allocate dynamically *I 
if (!(p =new char[blk_size])) { 

cout << "Done. Allocated " << bytes << " bytes\n"; 
return; 

} 

memset(p, 0, blk_size); II touch every byte 
*p = 'x'; II do something, anything with 
p[blk_size-1] = 'y'; II the allocated memory 

bytes += blk_size; 
aiiOCS++; 
if ((allocs% 25) == 0) II odometer 

} 
#endif 
} 

cout <<"Allocated"<< bytes<<" bytes\r"; 

/**************************** Main Program ********************************I 

void main() 
{ 
EXTMEM EXTMEMinst; 
TIMEX XTimexlnst1 ,XTimexlnst2; 
OMOUE 001,002; 

dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24, 79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG, 7); 
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} 

dvideo.dvideo_page(7); 
I* bind queues */ 
XTimexlnst1 << 001; 
XTimexlnst2 << 002; 

tslicer.set_time_period(TIME_PERIOD); r set time period to test*/ 
I* comment out XTimexlnst1 or XTimexlnst2 if only one task timing required */ 
otable << EXTMEMinst << XTimexlnst1 << XTimexlnst2; 
otable.start(); 

long elapsed_time1 ,elapsed_time2; 
001 >> elapsed_time1; 
002 >> elapsed_time2; 
I* show the elapsed time */ 
cout << "Elapsed Time1: " << elapsed_time1 << " ,2: " << elapsed_time2; 
I* wait for key press • I 
getch(); 
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XDEMO.CPP 
1.00 
Anil Rao 

None 

XDEMO.CPP 

I* Filename 
Version 
Author 
Modified By 
Module 
Date : 1 Oth-Mar-1994 

*I 

Com pat 

Compile 
Notes 

Submitted to 
Submitted by 
Student ID# 

Novell NetWare 3.1+ 
DOS 3.x+ , DOS Extender 
BC 3.1+, MSC 7.0+ 
Complex Multitasking Demonstration 

Dr. W. Marcy 
Anil Rao 
645-32-6864 

r*************************** DEFINES ***************************************/ 
#define SET 1 
#define UNSET 0 

/**************************** INCLUDE FILES *********************************/ 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <float.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include "dvideo_c.h" 
#include "mouse_c.h" 
#include "act.h" 

I* Aquaintance for XDEMO and other concurrent actors *I 
int end_program; 
int page; 

I* color backgroud array object Aquaintance *I 
int color _bkgO = 
{ 

}; 

CYAN_BKG, 
GREEN_BKG, 
WHITE_BKG, 
RED_BKG, 
MAGENTA_BKG, 
BROWN_BKG, 
BLACK_BKG, 
WHITE_BKG 
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class XDEMOMEM: public ACTOR { 
private: 
char buffer_c[85]; 
void behaviorscript(); 
} XMemlnst; 

r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• UPDATE MEMORY DATA ************************I 

void XDEMOMEM::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 

dvideo.clr_win(7,32,8,60,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 

sprintf(buffer_c,"Conventional Memory: %6d",memmgr.memsize(CONV)); 

dvideo.video(buffer_c,6,31 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_c,"Extended Memory : %6d",memmgr.memsize(EXT)); 

dvideo.video(buffer_c,7,31 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

} 

class XDEMOCRTC: public ACTOR { 
private: 
char buffer_d[85]; 
void behaviorscript(void); 
} XCRTCinst; 

r••*************************** UPDATE CRTC DATA DISPLAY********************/ 
void XDEMOCRTC::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 
critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 

dvideo.clr_win(14,6,21 ,34,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page ); 
dvideo.clr_att(13,5,20,32,LIGHT +GREEN+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

dvideo.video(" CRTC Data ", 12,7,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," CRTC Port Address :%6x ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->addr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 13,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor Start Line :%6d ",dvideo.crtcinfoptr->cur_start); 
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dvideo.video(buffer_d, 14,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d," Cursor End Line :%6d 11 ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->cur_end); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 15,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d, 11 Cursor Row Location:%6d 11 ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->row); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 16,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d, II Cursor Col Location:%6d II ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->col); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 17,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d, 11 Video Buffer Start :%6d 11 ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->start_addr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d, 18,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d, 11 Current Video Mode :%6d 11 ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->video_mode); 

dvideo. video(buffer_d, 19,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_d, 11 Current Video Page :%6d 11 ,dvideo.crtcinfoptr->video_page); 

dvideo.video(buffer_d,20,5,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 

} 

class XDEMOTIMER: public IACTOR { 
private: 
int count; 
time_t t; 
char buffer_f[85]; 
char buffer_g[85]; 
int end_program; 
public: 
void resettimer() { count=O; end_program=O; }; 
void stoptimer() { end_program = 1 ; } ; 
void behaviorscript(); 
} XTimerlnst; 

r••••************************** TIC COUNTER DISPLAY **********"*************I 

void XDEMOTIMER::behaviorscript() 

{ 

count= 0; 
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while (end_program == 0) 
{ 

count++; 

critsema.lock_start(); 

t = time(NULL); 

sprintf(buffer_f," Tics: %81d ",*tslicer.TicsPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_f, 1 ,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_f," Time Slice: %4d ms ",*tslicer.PeriodPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_f,2,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_f," %s ",ctime(&t)); 
buffer _f[25]=0x20; r no new line chars please • I 
dvideo.video(buffer_f,3,28,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_ end(); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

sprintf(buffer_g,"Biocking Rate:%3d%% Error:%2x ISR Over Runs: %2d", 
*tslicer.RatePtr, *tslicer.ErrorPtr, *tslicer.OverRuniSRPtr); 

dvideo.video(buffer_g, 12,0,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

otable.guc(); I* keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks*/ 

} I* end of while loop *I 
} 

class XDEMO : public ACTOR { 
private: 
static char strbuffer[85]; 
void menu(void); 
void menu_7(void); 

public: 
XDEMO(); 
void init_system(void); 
static int old_page; 
void behaviorscript(void); 
void cycle_pageup(void); 
void cycle_pagedn(void); 
active void update_mouse(); 

} xoemolnst; 
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int XDEMO::old_page=-1; 
char XDEMO::strbuffer(85]=""; 

I* constructor*/ 
XDEMO::XDEMO(void) 
{ 

} 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
init_system(); 

/******************************* INITIALIZE SYSTEM *************************/ 
void XDEMO::init_system(void) 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

for(page = 0; page <=6; page++) 
{ 

dvideo.dvideo_page(page ); 
dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24,79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLUE_BKG,page); 
menu(); 

} 

} 

menu_7(); 

dvideo.cur_pos(O,O,O); 
dvideo.cur_size(11, 14); 
page= 0; 
dvideo.dvideo_page(page ); 

if (mouse.msinfoptr->support == -1) 
{ 

} 

mouse. reset_mouse(); 
I* INST _HAND(); */ 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
mouse.mouse_info(); 
mouse.enable_mouse(); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 

old_page = -1 ; 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
end_program = 0; 

/********************************* [)l~f>~'( ~E:~LJ *****************************/ 

void XDEMO::menu(void) 

{ 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 

dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24,79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLUE_BKG,page); 
dvideo.clr_win(1 ,2,9,26,LIGHT +WHITE+B~CK_BKG,page); 
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if(mouse.msinfoptr->support == -1) 
dvideo.video(" Number I Mouse ",0,1,LIGHT+BROWN+color_bkg[page], 

page); 
else 

dvideo.video(" Number I No Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+color_bkg[page], 
page); 

dvideo.video("1 -Restart Mouse Data", 1,1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("2- Restart Memory Data ",2, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("3- Restart CRTC Data ",3, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("4- Video Page Up ",4, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("5- Video Page Down ",5, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("6- Re-lnitialize System",6, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("7- T _Slicer Debug Data ",7, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
dvideo.video("8- Exit to Dos ",8, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

} 

/****************************** fl~ClE: 7 ~E:~LJ ********************************/ 

void XDEMO::menu_7(void) 
{ 

} 

dvideo.dvideo_page(7); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
dvideo.clr_win(0,0,24, 79,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG, 7); 

r get it from the time slicer object *I 
tslicer.status_msg(); 

if(mouse.msinfoptr->support == -1) 
dvideo.video(" Number I Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+BLACK_BKG,7); 

else 
dvideo.video(" Number I No Mouse ",0, 1 ,LIGHT +BROWN+BLACK_BKG,7); 

dvideo.video("1- Restart Mouse Data ",1,1,LIGHT+WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("2- Restart Memory Data ",2, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("3- Restart CRTC Data ",3, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.vide«?(''4- Video Page Up ",4,1,LIGHT+WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("5- Video Page Down ",5, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("6- Re-lnitialize System",6, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("7- T _Slicer Debug Data ",7, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 
dvideo.video("8- Exit to Dos ",8, 1 ,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,7); 

/****************************** [)~1\/E:~ **************************************/ 

void XDEMO::behaviorscript(void) 
{ 

int keyhit=O; 
char c; 

c = '0'; 

while (end_program == 0) 
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{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
if (kbhit()) { c = getch(); keyhit = 1 ;} 
else keyhit = 0; 
critsema.lock_ end(); 

if(mouse.msinfoptr->button == 1 II keyhit == 1) 
{ 

int msrow,mscol; 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 
msrow=mouse.msinfoptr->row; 
mscol=mouse.msinfoptr->col; 

l* set event *I 

otable.set_task_params(DEFST ATE, DEFFARPOINTER,2); 
if(((msrow == 1) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '1')) 
{ otable.restart( &XDEMO::update_mouse); } 

if(((msrow == 2) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '2')) 
{ otable.restart(XMemlnst); } 

if(((msrow == 3) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '3')) 
{ otable.restart(XCRTCinst); } 

/* default to old values *I 
otable.set_task_params(); 

if(((msrow == 4) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '4')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); cycle_pageup(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 5) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '5')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); cycle_pagedn(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 6) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '6')) 
{ critsema.lock_start(); init_system(); XTimerlnst.resettimer(); critsema.lock_end();} 

if(((msrow == 7) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '7')) 
{ dvideo.dvideo_page(7);} 

if(((msrow == 8) && (mscol <= 24)) II (c == '8')) 
{ 

XTimerlnst.stoptimer(); 
end_program = 1 ; 
dvideo.video("Terminating Tasks.",8,5,BLINK_IT +LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,-1 ); 

} 

c = '0'; 

while (mouse.msinfoptr->button == 1) 
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{ critsema.lock_start(); mouse.mouse_pos(); critsema.lock_end(); otable.guc(); } 

dvideo.cur_pos(mouse.msinfoptr->row,mouse.msinfoptr->col,page); 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
critsema.lock_end(); 
} r end of if * 1 

otable.guc(); r keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks*/ 

}/* end of while loop *I 
} 

/******************************* fl~ClE: lJfl ************************************/ 

void XDEMO::cycle_pageup() 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

if( ++page > 6) page = 0; 

tslicer .set_ dot_start(page); 

dvideo.dvideo_page(page); 

sprintf(strbuffer," Page Changed"); 

dvideo.video(strbuffer,24,30,LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,page); 

dvideo.clr_win(4,56,4,70,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 

sprintf(strbuffer, NViewing page %d" ,page); 

dvideo. video(strbuffer,3,55, LIGHT+ WH ITE+color _bkg[page ],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 

} 

/******************************** fl~Cle: [)()~~ *********************************/ 

void XDEMO::cycle_pagedn(void) 
{ 

mouse.hide_mouse(); 

if(--page < 0) page= 6; 

tslicer.set_dot_start(page); 

dvideo.dvideo_page(page ); 
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sprintf(strbuffer," Page Changed"); 

dvideo.video(strbuffer,24,30,LIGHT +WHITE+RED_BKG,page); 

dvideo.clr_win(4,56,4,70,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 

sprintf(strbuffer,"Viewing page %d",page); 

dvideo. video(strbuffer,3,55,LIGHT +WH ITE+color _bkg[page ],page); 

mouse.show_mouse(); 
} 

r**************************** UPDATE MOUSE OAT A DISPLAY ********************I 
void XDEMO::update_mouse() 
{ 

char buffer_b[85); 
float version; 

old_page = -1 ; 

while(end_program == 0) 
{ 

critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.mouse_pos(); 
critsema.lock_ end(); 

if(old_page !=page) 
{ 
critsema.lock_start(); 
mouse.hide_mouse(); 
dvideo.clr_win(11 ,41 ,21 ,72,LIGHT +WHITE+BLACK_BKG,page); 
dvideo.clr_win(10,40,20,70,LIGHT+WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 
mouse.show_mouse(); 
old_page = page; 
critsema.lock_ end(); 

} 

critsema.lock_start(); 
sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Data"); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 1 0,50,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Row :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->row); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 11 ,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Col :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->col); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 12,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Button :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->button); 
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dvideo.video(buffer_b, 13,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

critsema.lock_start(); 

version = mouse.msinfoptr->maj + (0.01 • mouse.msinfoptr->min); 

sprintf(buffer _b," Driver Version:%4.2f", version); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 14,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Mouse Type :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->ms_type); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 15,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer _b, "Interrupt :%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->int_num); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 16,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer_b, "Number Buttons:%2d" ,mouse.msinfoptr->num_but); 

dvideo.video(buffer_b, 17,42,LIGHT +WHITE+color_bkg[page],page); 

sprintf(buffer _b," Support :%2d", mouse.msinfoptr->support); 

dvideo. video(buffer _b, 18,42, LIGHT +WHITE+color _bkg[page ],page); 

critsema.lock_end(); 

otable.guc(); r keep tight critical loop from blocking other tasks */ 

} r end of while loop */ 

} 

r••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Main Program ********************************I 

void main() 
{ 

otable << XDemolnst << &XDEMO::update_mouse; 
otable.set_task__params(DEAD_STATE); 

} 

otable << XMemlnst << XCRTCinst; 
otable.set_task__params(); 
otable.start(); 
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